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ABSTRACT 

The general problem under consideration in this thesis is how to construct an n-

dimensional probability distribution for use in statistical modeling. The objectives of our 

research are to: (1) construct copula based bivariate distributions with exponential and 

Pareto marginals; (2) develop a Bayesian estimation procedure for these models. Two 

main methods for specifying a family of copula are the Archimedean and the 

compounding approach. We will use the Archimedean approach to construct bivariate 

exponential and Pareto distributions. Specifically, we will use the Frank's and Clayton's 

copulas in this construction. We will also discuss a Bayesian estimation procedure for 

two models (i.e., the bivariate exponential and Pareto models based on Frank's copula). 

Finally, we include some checks of the adequacy of the fit of the model to the data and 

the plausibility of the model for the purposes for which the model was used. There are a 

variety of methods to simulate random data from a copula based bivariate distribution. 

We summarize the algorithms for simulating random data from copula (Frank and 

Clayton) based bivariate exponential and Pareto distributions. The numerical analyses in 

this thesis are performed using the statistical software S-PLUS 2000. The S-PLUS codes 

relating to our analysis are presented in the Appendix. 
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Chapter 1 

Background 

1.1 Introduction 

The problem under consideration is how to construct an n-dimensional probability 

distribution for use in statistical modeling. The conventional approach used to specify a 

joint distribution of random variables is as a product of marginal and conditional 

distributions. This approach has been formalized by Clemen and Winkler (1993). A 

disadvantage with this approach is that the required number of probability assessments 

can grow exponentially with the number of variables. However, another approach is to 

specify the joint distribution in terms of the marginal distributions and then link the 

marginal distribution functions together using what is known as a copula. A copula 

function captures the dependence relationships amongst the different random variables. 

This approach provides a general structure of modeling multivariate distributions. Sklar 

(1959) introduced this method in the context of probabilistic metric spaces. 

Sklar's Theorem (1959): Given a joint cumulative distribution function F{xi, xj ... , x„) 

for random variables X i , X i , ... , X n with marginal cumulative distribution functions 

(CDFs) Fi{xi), F2{x2), ... ,Fn(xn), F can be written as a function of its marginals 

F(xl,x2,...,xn) = C[Fl(xl), F2 (x2),..., Fn (xn)], (1.1) 
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where C(u/, un) is a joint distribution function with each of its marginal distributions 

being uniform. Moreover, i f each F, is continuous, then C is unique. If each F, is discrete, 

then C is unique on Range(Fi)x ... xRange(F„), where Range(Fi) is the range of F,. 

The function C is called a copula and it links univariate marginals to their full 

multivariate distribution. Sklar's Theorem is completely general as any joint distribution 

can be written in copula form. However, it is not always convenient to identify the copula 

(Frees and Valdez 1998). 

There are two main methods for specifying a family of copula. These are the 

Archimedean and compounding approaches. 

i) Archimedean approach 

The Archimedean approach allows us to reduce the study of a multivariate copula to that 

of a single univariate function. A multivariate distribution function F(xj, x„) with 

marginals Fi(xi), F^xi), ... ,F„(xn) is said to be generated by an Archimedean copula i f it 

can be expressed in the form 

F ( x , , x 2 , x n ) = </>-'im (*i)} + <?>{F2 (*2 )} + ••• + <l>{Fn (x„)}], (1.2) 

for some convex decreasing function tfi defined on (0,1] in such a way that <j> (1) = 0. We 

say that <f> is the generator of the copula. The inverse function (f)1 of <p is called the inverse 

generator. Genest and Rivest (1993) discussed several properties of Archimedean copulas 

and discussed issues relating to statistical inference in the bivariate case. 
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Bivariate distribution functions with uniform marginals on the unit square play an 

important role in the study of stochastic dependence. They have been rediscovered many 

times and used in various contexts under different names, such as "copula" (Schweizer 

and Sklar 1983), "dependence function" (Deheuvels 1978), and "uniform 

representations" (Kimeldorf and Sampson 1975). 

For the bivariate case, two examples of Archimedean copulas are as follows. Let us first 

consider 0(v) = (v"° -1)/a , for some a > 0. Then, 

C^u,v) = ^{Hu) + Hv)} = (ua +v~a-\ylla 

gives us the system of copulas introduced by Clayton (1978). That was later studied and 

used by Cook and Johnson (1981) and by Oakes (1982). 

Next, we consider <j)(y) = log[(l - e ") /(l - e OT)], for real a. Then, 

a 
1 + 

(eau - \)(eav -1) 
ea -1 

gives us the system of copulas introduced by Frank (1979). Its statistical properties were 

studied by both Nelsen (1986) and Genest (1987). 

ii) Compounding approach 

Marshall and Olkin (1988) showed that compounding could be used to generate several 

important families of copula. The following example illustrates a useful way of building a 

copula, using the method of compounding. 
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Example: Bivariate Pareto model (Frees and Valdez 1998) 

This example follows the development given in Example 1.2 of Frees and Valdez (9998). 

Let X be a claim random variable that is exponentially distributed, given a risk 

classification parameter y. Let y have a Gamma(a, X) distribution. Then, the marginal 

distribution of X is Pareto (Klugman et al. 1997). That is, 

F(x) = Pr (X < x) 

= [Pr (X < x\y)-^—r«^e-k-< dy 

is a Pareto distribution function. 

Now, suppose that X i and X2 are independent and identically distributed exponential 

claims random variables, with common risk class y. Their having the same risk class y 

induces a dependency, and their joint distribution can be derived as 

F(jc,,* 2) = l - P r (X, > x,)- Pr (X 2 > x2)+ Pr ( I , > x l t X 2 > x2) 

+ [Pr (X, > x,| r)Pr (X2 > x2\r)-^—r"-'e-^dy 
J r («) 

f, *l] 
- « L •V: ] 

1 + — - 1 + I A J A ) 
- a 

1 + 
A j 

f x2 \ 
+ — - 1 + A ) 

A" 

r(a) 

It should be noted that our derivation above corrects several misprints appearing in Frees 

and Valdez (1998). The above joint distribution function can be written as 

F(x„x2) = F.OO + F2(xt)- 1 + [(1 - F(*,))~"° + (1 - F2(x2))~"" " i f" • 
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This suggests the copula function 

C(ut,u2) = ux +u2 -1 + [ ( l - u , ) " a +(\-u2)u" -1 

With this function, we can express the bivariate distribution function as 

F (*,, x2) = C (F,(*,)> ^ 2 

This is an example of the method of compounding. 

Numerous applications of copulas have previously been discussed in the literature. Some 

of these applications are in epidemiological and actuarial studies (Frees and Valdez 

1998), statistical analysis of mortality patterns of married couples (Parkes et al. 1969), 

random effects models (Vaupel, Manton and Stallard 1979; Hougaard 1984; Oakes 1989, 

1994), multiple decrement theory in actuarial science (Cardere 1994; Makeham 1874; 

Seal 1977; Wang 1996, 1997) and in accident precursor analysis (Yi and Bier 1998). In 

these papers copulas are used to examine and model the dependence structure between 

variables. 

The objectives of our research are to: (1) construct copula based bivariate distributions 

with exponential and Pareto marginals; (2) develop a Bayesian estimation procedure for 

these models. We will use the Archimedean approach to construct the bivariate 

exponential and Pareto distributions. More specifically, we will use the Frank's and 

Clayton's copulas in this construction. In Chapters 3 and 4 we will discuss a Bayesian 

estimation procedure for two models (i.e., the bivariate exponential and Pareto models 

based on Frank's copula). We will also include some checks of the adequacy of the fit of 

the model to the data and the plausibility of the model for the purposes for which the 
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model was used. In the remainder of this chapter we will discuss some additional 

examples of copulas and some related simulation methods. 

1.2 Bivariate families of copulas 

There are several families of copula available in the literature with which to construct 

bivariate distributions. Some of them are mentioned below: 

1. Frank (1979) 

Three forms of Frank's copula have appeared in the literature. The first one is given by 

If we consider the transformation 6 = ea in Equation 1.3, we have the following form of 

the Frank's copula 

In Equation 1.4, "In" indicates the natural logarithm. We can re-write the equation as 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

in which natural logarithm is converted to the log with base 9. 

2. Clayton (1978), Cook and Johnson (1981), and Oakes (1982) 

C(u,v) = ( u a + v 1) -Ma 
a > 0 • (1.6) 

3. Gumbel (1960), Hougaard (1986) 

C(«, v)=wv[l + a(\ - «)(1 - v ')] , - 1 < « < 1 . (1.7) 

4. Farlie, Gumble and Morgenstern 

(1.8) 
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5. Plackett (1965) 

C(K,V)=—-— \ [ + (a-\)(u + v)-[(\+(a-\)(u + v)f+4a(\+a)]"2}, a>0- (I- 9) 
2(a-l) 

Although the choice of copula could play an important role in a statistical analysis (as 

noted by Y i and Bier 1998), most people would not have an intuitive feel for the 

differences among families of copulas. For this reason, selecting a copula with fixed 

parameters (estimated using maximum likelihood, for example) may inadvertently 

convey more information than is justified by one's present state of knowledge. It may be 

better to adopt a complete probability model in which the model parameters are 

themselves random variables rather than fixed parameters, and then proceed with a 

Bayesian analysis. In this case, it would also seem reasonable to use a prior that is as 

noninformative as possible (MacKenzie 1994, Meeuwissen 1991). 
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1.3 Simulation of random data from copula based models 

There are a variety of methods that can be used to simulate data from a copula based 

multivariate distribution. The two primary strategies for constructing copulas are the 

Archimedean and compounding methods. Frees and Valdez (1998) summarized some of 

the algorithms that can be used to simulate random data from the corresponding 

multivariate distributions. One of the algorithms given in Frees and Valdez (1998) is 

described below. 

The following algorithm can be used to generate X i , X 2 , ... , X n , from a population 

having known distribution function 

where the (Archimedean) copula function is given by 

C(ul,u2,un) = <j>~1 [(j>(ux) + <f>(u2) + ... + </>(un)]. 

Genest and MacKay (1986b) and Genest (1987) introduced the notion of simulating the 

full distribution of (X], X2, ... , X n ) by recursively simulating from the conditional 

distributions. That is, simulate Xk given X i , ... , X k - i , for k = 2, ... ,n. This idea was 

further developed by Lee (1993). Suppose that the joint density function of X\, X 2 , ... , 

X n exists. In terms of the copula construction, the joint density function of X i , X2, ... , Xk 

is given by 

F(x],x2,...,xn) = C[FX(xx),F2(x2),Fn(xn)], 

dxl ...dxk 

4>l{(f>[F1(x1)] + ... + t[Fk(xk)]} 
(1.10) 

k 
= <j> 

X])] +... + 4 [Fk (xk)]} [I 4
 0 )

 [Fj (Xj )]FJl) (Xj). 
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Hence, the superscript j ' means the j - t h mixed partial derivative. Thus, the conditional 

density of Xk given X i , ... , X k _i is obtained as 

fk iXk \X\ •••Xk-\ ) — 

/»-,(*, •••*.-,) (1.11) 

- o " - [ f . ( x . ) ] f : " ( » . ) » - " ' w . ' ' . > ' + ™ + " f . ( ' . M » -Ht-i) {*[FI(*1)] + ... + #[Ft_1(*t_1)]} 

Hence, the conditional distribution function of Xk given X i , ... , Xk-i is obtained as 

Fk(xk\xi...xk_l) = J / * (x JJC, ... J C 4 _ , 
- 00 

with ck =<f>[Fl(xl)] +<f)[F2(x2)] +... +tf>[Fk(xk)]. The inverse cumulative distribution 

function simulation method may now be applied. That is, set Xk = F " 1 (u), where u is a 

uniform random variable on the unit interval. Putting all of this together, we come up 

with this algorithm for generating multivariate outcomes from an Archimedean copula: 

1. Generate independent Uniform(0,l) random numbers Uj, U2, ... , U„. 

2. Set Xx =F~1(Ul) and c0 = 0. 

3. For k = 2, ... , n, calculateXk as the solution of 

u k = F k ( x t ) 

r " M I { c t . , + I [ F t ( x t ) ] } (113) 

It should be noted that our derivation above corrects a misprint appearing in Frees and 

Valdez (1998). 
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This algorithm was originally introduced in the context of Frank's copula for n = 2. For 

Frank's copula, the inverse generator is known to be 

( s ) = — ln[ 1 + e' (ea - 1)] (1.14) 
a 

(Frees and Valdez 1998, page 8). Genest (1987) gave the algorithm to generate bivariate 

outcomes from Frank's copula in this case as follows: 

1. Generate two independent Uniform(0,l) random numbers, U,, U2. 

2. Set Xx =F;](U]). 

3. Calculate X2 as the solution of 

2 -aF2(X2) Y 1 

U2=e'aU' -aF2(X,_) _•, 
V e 1 

(1.15) 

Frees and Valdez (1998) state that this is equivalent to calculating X2 = F2

1 (U*2), where 

L , . U 2 e ° - e - " ' ( l - U 2 ) . (1.16) 
U 2 + e - u ' ( \ - U ' 2 ) 

Lee's algorithm can also be used to simulate bivariate outcomes from Clayton's family. 

In this case, the inverse generator is known to be 

< p - \ s ) = ( i + s y U a , 

so that 

^ - ' ( • ) ( 5 ) = i W - ' ( , ) ] s . a - ' ( i + J ) - ( " « H (1.17) 
ds 

(Frees and Valdez 1998). From the general algorithm given by Lee (1993), we have 
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Frees and Valdez (1998) state that this is equivalent to calculating X2 = F~l (£/*), where 

u; = [\+u;Ua(u;~a/(a+l) - i ) p . (i.i9) 

In the above algorithm, determining X 2 requires an iterative solution. This may be 

computationally demanding and time consuming because many applications of 

simulation require a large number of simulated values. This problem motivated the 

following algorithm of Genest and MacKay (1986a): 

1. Draw two observations u and v from a uniform distribution on (0, 1). 

2. Define U = u . 

3. Set T = a" +(a-a")v. 

4. Define V = log a 

T + (\-a)v 

Finally, the correlated uniform variates (U, V) are readily transformable to correlated 

variates (X, Y) with distribution functions F(x) and F(y) by using the relations 

X = F~X{U ) and Y = F2~l (V ) . 

An alternative algorithm provided by Nelsen (1986) uses the result that a transformation 

based on Frank's copula can be used to produce pairs of correlated Uniform(0,l) variates 

from independent Uniform(0,l) variates. A transformation that will map a pair of 

independent observations u and v with uniform distributions to a pair (U, V) of 

observations with Frank's copula is as follows: 

1. Define U - u . 
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2. Define V = log a 1 + 
v(a -1) 

a"(l-v) + v 

This transformation was derived from Frank's copula by Nelsen (1986) using a standard 

algorithm (Yakowitz 1977) for generating observations from a bivariate distribution. 

Finally, the correlated uniform variates (U, V) are readily transformable to correlated 

variates (X Y) with distribution functions F(x) and F(y) by using the relations 

X = F , - ' (U ) and Y = F2~] (V ) . 

If someone needs to generate a random sequence with a specific degree of association, it 

will be necessary to find the value of the parameter a corresponding to the desired value 

of Kendal's ror Spearman's p. This requires solving one of the following equations, as 

noted by Nelsen (1986). 

For Kendal's r, 

where ca represents the copula function. In the case of Frank's copula given in Equation 

1.5, where 9 = ea, a straightforward integration yields 

z-(0) = l - — [ / > , ( - log 0 ) - l ] . (1-21) 
log 6 

In the expression above, Di(x) is a Deb ye function (Luke 1969, Chapter 16) defined by 

r (a ) = 1 - 4 f f-—c a (u,v) —ca (u,v)du dv , (1.20) 

(1.22) 
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For Spearman's p, 

1 I Q 

p (a ) = 3 - 12 \ \u c (u , v) du dv , 
• - du 

(1.23) 

where ca again represents the copula function. In the case of Frank's copula given in 

Equation 1.5, where 9 = ea, this becomes 

P(O) = \--¥-[D2(-\og0)-D](-\ogO)] , 
log 0 

where D/(x) and again are Deb ye functions. 

(1.24) 

We computed Spearman's p for several values of a using Equation 1.24. These values 

are given in Table 1.1 and the relationship between p and a is plotted in Figure 1.1. 

Figure 1.1: Relationship between Spearman's pand the association 
parameter a in the Frank's family of copula. 

Scatter plot of alpha versus rho 

o o € d 

IT) O 
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Table 1.1: Values of Spearman's p corresponding to the association 
parameter a in the Frank's family of copula. 

a P a P a P a P 
-40 0.9886 -20 0.9579 0.5 -0.0831 20.5 -0.9597 
-39.5 0.9883 -19.5 0.9559 1 -0.1645 21 -0.9615 
-39 0.988 -19 0.9537 1.5 -0.2428 21.5 -0.9631 
-38.5 0.9877 -18.5 0.9514 2 -0.3168 22 -0.9646 
-38 0.9874 -18 0.949 2.5 -0.3856 22.5 -0.9661 
-37.5 0.9871 -17.5 0.9463 3 -0.4487 23 -0.9674 
-37 0.9867 -17 0.9434 3.5 -0.5059 23.5 -0.9687 
-36.5 0.9864 -16.5 0.9403 4 -0.5572 24 -0.9699 
-36 0.986 -16 0.937 4.5 -0.603 24.5 -0.971 
-35.5 0.9856 -15.5 0.9333 5 -0.6435 25 -0.9721 
-35 0.9852 -15 0.9294 5.5 -0.6793 25.5 -0.9731 
-34.5 0.9848 -14.5 0.925 6 -0.7108 26 -0.9741 
-34 0.9844 -14 0.9203 6.5 -0.7386 26.5 -0.975 
-33.5 0.9839 -13.5 0.9151 7 -0.763 27 -0.9759 
-33 0.9835 -13 0.9095 7.5 -0.7845 27.5 -0.9767 
-32.5 0.983 -12.5 0.9032 8 -0.8035 28 -0.9775 
-32 0.9825 -12 0.8963 8.5 -0.8203 28.5 -0.9782 
-31.5 0.982 -11.5 0.8887 9 -0.8352 29 -0.9789 
-31 0.9814 -11 0.8802 9.5 -0.8485 29.5 -0.9796 
-30.5 0.9808 -10.5 0.8708 10 -0.8602 30 -0.9802 
-30 0.9802 -10 0.8602 10.5 -0.8708 30.5 -0.9808 
-29.5 0.9796 -9.5 0.8485 11 -0.8802 31 -0.9814 
-29 0.9789 -9 0.8352 11.5 -0.8887 31.5 -0.982 
-28.5 0.9782 -8.5 0.8203 12 -0.8963 32 -0.9825 
-28 0.9775 -8 0.8035 12.5 -0.9032 32.5 -0.983 
-27.5 0.9767 -7.5 0.7845 13 -0.9095 33 -0.9835 
-27 0.9759 -7 0.763 13.5 -0.9151 33.5 -0.9839 
-26.5 0.975 -6.5 0.7386 14 -0.9203 34 -0.9844 
-26 0.9741 -6 0.7108 14.5 -0.925 34.5 -0.9848 
-25.5 0.9731 -5.5 0.6793 15 -0.9294 35 -0.9852 
-25 0.9721 -5 0.6435 15.5 -0.9333 35.5 -0.9856 
-24.5 0.971 -4.5 0.603 16 -0.937 36 -0.986 
-24 0.9699 -4 0.5572 16.5 -0.9403 36.5 -0.9864 
-23.5 0.9687 -3.5 0.5059 17 -0.9434 37 -0.9867 
-23 0.9674 -3 0.4487 17.5 -0.9463 37.5 -0.9871 
-22.5 0.9661 -2.5 0.3856 18 -0.949 38 -0.9874 
-22 0.9646 -2 0.3168 18.5 -0.9514 38.5 -0.9877 
-21.5 0.9631 -1.5 0.2428 19 -0.9537 39 -0.988 
-21 0.9615 -1 0.1645 19.5 -0.9559 39.5 -0.9883 
-20.5 0.9597 -0.5 0.0831 20 -0.9579 40 -0.9886 
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1.4 A simulation method for Frank's and Clayton's family of 

distributions 

In this section we will present a simulation algorithm for Frank's and Clayton's family of 

distributions based on the general algorithm developed by Lee (1993). In Chapter 3 and 

Chapter 4 we will use these algorithms to generate predictive samples from bivariate 

exponential and Pareto models. 

1.4.1 Derivation of a simulation algorithm for Frank's family of bivariate 

distributions 

Let Ui and U2 be two uniformly distributed random number over the interval 0 and 1 

such that U] = Fx {Xx) and U2 = F2 (X2) respectively. Then the bivariate Archimedean 

copula is given by 

C(C/ 1 ,c / 2 ) = ^- 1[^(c/ 1) + ̂ (L/ 2)] for L / , , L / 2 e ( 0 , l ] . (1.25) 

For Frank's family of bivariate distributions the generator (Frees and Valdez 1998) that 

uniquely determines (up to a scalar multiple) the Archimedean copula is given by 

eau -1 
</>(U) = ln . (1.26) 

ea -1 

The inverse generator (Frees and Valdez 1998) associated with Frank's copula is given 

by 
0-](s) = — l n [ l + es(ea - 1)] . (1.27) 

a 

By substituting Equation 1.26 and Equation 1.27 into Equation 1.25, we obtain the 

Frank's copula function for the bivariate case as 
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C(Ut,U2) In 

In 

•In 

+ In 

e 

. aV 

(1.28) 

{eau' - \){el 1) oo<a<oo,a^O 

To generate random data from a bivariate copula family, a part of the general algorithm 

developed by Lee (1993) is as follows: 

1. Consider Ux = Ft (X, ) and computeXx =F~1(Ul). 

2. Set 

U 2 = F 2 ( x 2 |x, ) 

[ F , ( x , ) ] } 

and compute X2 as the solution of Equation 1.29. 

For Frank's copula, differentiating the inverse generator given in Equation 1.27, we 

obtain 

as 

a 
es(ea - 1) 

1 + es(ea - 1) a 1 + 
es(ea - 1) 

Using Equation 1.26 we can write 

<t> [F .Cx , ) ] + 0 [ F 2 ( x 2 ) ] = In 

= In 

ea - 1 
( g «M*i) 

1 1 E — + In - aF2 ) 

(1.30) 

/ o f , (*, ) - 1 (1.31) 
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By substituting Equation 1.31 into 1.29 we obtain 

U 

<f> | In ' (eaF'(x 

1 <f> | In 
(ea - l ) 2 

1 
( 1 ) i In 1 ( 1 ) i In 

ea - 1 J 

Making use of Equation 1.30, this becomes 

(ea - 1 ) 
a 1 + 

U 2 = 
aF, (.t, ) IX e « f 2 ( j , ) 1) 

1 
aF, ( JT, ) 1 

which reduces to 

U 2 = 
1 + 

1 
aF, (x, ) 1 

1 + (ea - 1) 
(eaF'(x'} - 1)( e""1^ - 1) 

Considering 17, = Fj ( X , ) , Equation 1.33 can be re-written as 

eaU' - 1 + 1 

V 
aU , 1 

(e ° ' - 1 X e 1) + ( e a - 1) 
(e"u> - l ) ( e 

e ' (e - -

aF2(x2) 1) 

1) 

1)( - l ) + (e" - 1) 

Hence, 

1) + (ea - 1) 

= 1 - (ea - 1) 
a U , 

1) 

and so 

(1.32) 

(1.33) 

1 
^ 7 
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After some rearrangements we obtain 

, ctFz (x2 ) (ea - 1) 

eaU'(- 1 + 
KU2 eaU'J 

This implies 

e«M«,> = 1 + 

(e" -1) 
eaU' (l-U2) + U 

U2e all. 

Finally we have 

F2(x2) = a 1 In 1 
U2(ea -1) 

e ^ ( l - t / 2 ) + t/2 

= U 

Thus, we can use the above relation to compute X 2 as 

X2=F-\Ul). 

The algorithm just described above can be summarized as below. 

Algorithm 1.1: To generate random data from any bivariate distribution 

constructed based on Frank's copula 

1. Generate Uh U2 independent Uniform(0,l) random numbers. 

2. Set Xx = Fj" 1 (U} ) . 

3. Calculate X2 = F 2

_ 1 (U'2 ) , where 

u: = a -' In 1 + 
t/ ,(e K -1) 

e a C / , ( l - C/ 2) + [/; 
(1.34) 
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1.4.2 Derivation of a simulation algorithm for Clayton's family of bivariate 

distributions 

Let U] and U2 be two uniformly distributed random number over the interval 0 and 1 

such that U] =F l (X,)and U2 = F2 (X2) respectively. Then the bivariate Archimedean 

copula is given by 

C{UX,U2) = </>-'[<fi(U1) + <j>(U2) ] for Ux,U2e(0,1]. (1.35) 

For Clayton's family of bivariate distributions the generator (Frees and Valdez 1998) that 

uniquely determines (up to a scalar multiple) the Archimedean copula is given by 

<t>{U) = U-a - 1 . (1.36) 

The inverse generator (Frees and Valdez 1998) associated with Clayton's copula is given 

by 

<f> " ' ( j ) = (1 + s)~(,la). (1.37) 

By substituting Equation 1.36 and Equation 1.37 into Equation 1.35, we obtain the 

Clayton's copula function for the bivariate case as 

C(ux,u2) =*-x[(ur -\)+(u2

a - i ) J 
= {U ~a + u ;a - i ) - 1 / B , a > 0. 

To generate random data from a bivariate copula family, a part of the general algorithm 

developed by Lee (1993) is as follows: 

1. Consider Ux = Fx (Xx) and compute Xx = F~] ([/,) . 

2. Set 
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U 2 = F2 (*2|*1 ) 
_ ^ " " { ^ [ F . C x , ) ] + 0 [ F 2 ( x 2 ) ] } ( L 3 9 ) 

[F , (x , ) ]} 

and compute X2 as the solution of Equation 1.39. 

For Clayton's copula, differentiating the inverse generator given in Equation 1.37, we 

obtain 

t-Hl)(s) = —W-l(s)] = - a - ' ( l + s r ( , / a ) - ' . (1-40) 
ds 

Using Equation 1.36 we can write 

4[F,(*,)] + 4>[F2(x2)] = [F,(x,XT + [F2(x2)]-" - 2. (1.41) 

By substituting Equation 1.41 into Equation 1.39 we obtain 

= ^ - | ( 1 ) { [ F , ( x 1 ) ] - « + [ F 2 ( x 2 ) ] - a - 2 } 
2 r ( , , { [ ^ w r -1} ' 

Making use of Equation 1.40 this becomes 

which reduces to 

- ' { l + [F,(A-,)]- +[F2(x2)Ya -2 I a 

- a - ' J + t F , ^ , ) ] - - l } " 

r/ = { [ F ( x , ) r + [ F 2 ( x 2 ) r ~ l } " « ( 1 4 3 ) 

[F,(x,)]^> 

Considering [/, = Fy ( X , ) , Equation 1.43 can be re-written as 

L / 2 x C / , l + " = { [/,- + [ F 2 ( x 2 ) ] - -1 }" » , 

and hence 

[F2(x2)ya ={u2xu\+a) + ( i - t / r a ) . 
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Finally we have 

F2 ( x 2 ) = [(u2 x ury^ + a - [/,-«)] ~° = u;. 

Thus, we can use the above relation to compute X2 as 

X2=F;\U'2). 

The algorithm just described above can be summarized as below. 

Algorithm 1.2: To generate random data from any bivariate distribution 

constructed based on Clayton's copula 

1. Generate Uj, Uj independent Uniform(0,l) random numbers. 

2. Set X , =F;\U]). 

3. Calculate X2 = F~1 (U\), where 

U\ = [(U2 x U]

x

+a)']+a + ( 1 - [/ ,"")] ~a • (1 -44) 
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Chapter 2 

The Bayesian Estimation Procedure 

2.1 Introduction 

The first two steps in a typical Bayesian analysis are to construct a probability model and 

then determine the posterior distribution. If it is not possible to determine the posterior 

distribution analytically, we must do so using numerical methods like simulation. Several 

simulation techniques have appeared in the literature, in different areas of application. 

Some of the references are in biology (Leach 1996; Karplus and Petsko 1990; Lawrence 

et al. 1993), chemistry (Alder and Wainwright 1959), computer science (Kirkpatrick et al. 

1983; Ullman 1984), engineering (Geman and Geman 1984), material science (Frenkel 

and Smit 1996), physics (Metropolis et al. 1953; Goodman and Sokal 1989), as well as in 

statistics. A very popular simulation method is Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), 

commonly used in Bayesian analysis. In this chapter, we will discuss some M C M C 

methods that could be used to generate simulated data from a joint posterior distribution 

of interest. We will also discuss some techniques with which to check the convergence of 

a M C M C simulation. Finally, we will discuss a method to assess the adequacy of the 

fitted model. 
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2.2 The MCMC methods for simulating random data from a target 

distribution 

The M C M C method is used to simulate random data from a complicated target 

distribution (as for example, from a joint posterior distribution). A brief introduction to 

this method could be found in the paper written by Scollnik (1996). Some other 

references are Gelman, Carlin, Stern and Rubin (1998), Gillks, Richardson and 

Spiegelhalter (1995), and Liu (1999). These authors discussed several simulation 

methods such as rejection sampling (von Neumann 1951), importance sampling (Rubin 

1987), the Gibbs sampler (Geman and Geman 1984), the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm 

(Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings 1970) and so on. Among these methods, the Metropolis-

Hastings algorithm (that generates dependent samples from a Markov chain with a given 

equilibrium distribution) is the basic building block of M C M C . Some of the M C M C 

methods discussed in "Bayesian Data Analysis" by Gelman, Carlin, Stern and Rubin 

(1998) are presented below. 

2.2.1 The Metropolis algorithm 

Assume that the target distribution p(0\x) can be computed up to a normalizing constant. 

The Metropolis algorithm generates a sequence of random draws (6>',6>2, .••) whose 

distributions converge to the target distribution. This sequence is a random walk with 

p(0\x) as its stationary distribution. The algorithm could be implemented using the 

following steps. 
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1. Consider p0(9) as a starting distribution and draw a starting point 9 for which 

p(0°\x)>O. 

2. For t = 1,2,... 

a) Generate a point 6>* from a jumping distribution at time t, J,(6,*|f9'"1) and consider it 

as a proposal value. This jumping distribution must be symmetric. Mathematically we 

can write it as J, {6a \0b)-J, (6b \0a) for all 9a, 0b and t. 

b) Now, the ratio of the densities is denoted by r and can be evaluated as 

c) Finally, we have to set 6' = 9* with probability min{r, 1) or 9' =9' ' otherwise. 

2.2.2 The Metropolis - Hastings algorithm 

This algorithm is a generalized version of the Metropolis algorithm given above. The 

difference between these two algorithms are: (1) the jumping rule J, is no longer required 

to be symmetric; (2) in order to correct for the possible asymmetry in the jumping rule 

the ratio r is now replaced by a ratio of importance ratios as 

r = 
Pi.0'\x) 

(2.1) 

p (d ' \ x ) 
* 

J ,{9 e ') 
(2.2) r = 

P (0 x ) 

Since a jump from 9' ' to 9' can only occur i f both p{9' 'Ix) and Jl(9'\9' ') are 

nonzero, this ratio is always defined. 
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2.2.3 The Gibbs Sampler 

One of the most important Markov chain algorithms is the Gibbs sampler and this method 

is developed based on alternating conditional sampling. It is very useful in simulating 

random data from multidimensional probability models. This method is defined in terms 

of subvectors of 9. Assume that the parameter vector 9 has been divided into p 

components. In terms of subvectors we can write it as 9 = (9/, ... ,6P). In each iteration, 

these subvectors are used to draw 9 conditional on the value of all the other parameters. 

Thus, there are p steps in iteration t and each subvector 9j is updated conditional on the 

latest values of the other parameters. That is, each 9j is drawn from the conditional 

distribution p(0j\0'_^,x), where 0'_'} =(0l,...,0j_l,0lj?l,...,0?) represents all the 

components of 9 at their current values, except for Gj. 

2.3 Convergence diagnostics 

Gelman, Carlin, Stern and Rubin (1998) discussed several methods to make inferences 

and assess convergence using iterative simulations. One of these methods involves 

monitoring convergence of each scalar estimand of interest as described below. 

To check whether the distribution of the simulated values of 9 are converging to the 

desired target distribution, these authors recommend that multiple sequences be run for 

each parameter of interest. Then, an examination of between sequence and within 

sequence variation is used to diagnose convergence. Let k be the number of sequences 

and let n be the number of observations in each sequence. Let (py (i th element of j th 
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sequence) denote the scalar estimand of a parameter. Then we can compute the between 

and within sequence variances respectively using the following formulas: 

n k 1 " 1 k 

VB=T—72*(F.j-¥J2> where pJ=—^iqtyt p.. = t X J {^-V> 
fc 1 J=\ n , = 1 k j=l 

^ V ^ T " ^ 5 ' ' w h e r e J J = - T Z ( ^ - ^ ) 2 ' (2-4) k j=\ n ~ 1 /=i 

In the above equations, VB represents the between variance and Vw represents the within 

variance. 

We can estimate the marginal posterior variance Var(<p\x) of the estimand using a 

weighted average of the between and within variances, namely 

Var + (<p\y)=—Vw+-VB. (2.5) 
n n 

This estimate was proposed by Gelman et al. (1998). If the starting distribution equals the 

target distribution, (2.5) will overestimate the marginal posterior variance. The positive 

sign appearing as a superscript in the left-hand side of the above equation reminds the 

reader of this fact. Gelman et al. (1998) noted that the formula given in Equation 2.5 is 

similar to the classical variance estimate for cluster sampling. 

If the number of observations in each sequence is finite, the within variance should be an 

underestimate of the marginal posterior variance. The reason for this is that the individual 

sequences will not be able to generate data from all over the range of the target 

distribution and that will cause less variability. In the limiting case (n —> co), the expected 

value of the within variance approaches the marginal posterior variance. The expectation 
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is that the scale of the current distribution of each scalar estimand might be reduced if the 

simulations were continued in the limit n —> co. For this reason, the authors 

recommended to monitor convergence of the iterative simulation by using the following 

potential scale reduction estimator, which is denoted by 4R , that is 

R = f a r + ^ y \ (2.6) 
Vw 

The estimated value of 4R in the above equation decreases to 1 as n —» oo. If the 

estimated value of 4R is high, then we understand that continuing our simulation further 

(by increasing the number of iterations) may improve the simulation results about the 

target distribution. 

If 0 is the vector of parameters, Gelman et al. (1998) recommend computing the scale 

reduction for all scalar estimands of interest. If the estimated values of are not close 

enough to 1 for all estimands, Gelman et al. (1998) recommend that the length of the 

simulation runs be extended, or the simulation method be modified (improved) in some 

fashion. Once the estimated values of are close to 1 for all scalar estimands of 

interest, Gelman et al. (1998) recommend that inference be constructed by using the 

second half of the simulated values and treating them as samples from the target 

distribution. The question remains as to how close the values of should be to 1 in 

order for the simulation to be thought of as satisfactory. It really depends on the problem 

under consideration. For most cases, Gelman et al. (1998) suggested that values below 

1.2 are acceptable. 
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2.4 Posterior predictive checking 

Once we have accomplished the first two steps of a Bayesian analysis, it is reasonable to 

assess the fit of the model to the data and our substantive prior knowledge. Checking the 

model is crucial to statistical analysis. Bayesian prior to posterior inference assumes the 

whole structure of a probability model and can yield a false inference when the model is 

invalid. Hence, a good Bayesian analysis should include at least some check of the 

adequacy of the fit of the model to the data. One of the most important methods of 

assessing the fit is posterior predictive checking. This method was proposed and applied 

by Guttman (1967) and Rubin (1981, 1984). Gelman et al. (1996) provide a general 

discussion of this method, with special emphasis on using discrepancy variables rather 

than traditional test statistics. The method is described below. 

Let x be the observed data and 6 be the vector of parameters. Define xrep as the replicated 

data that could have been observed tomorrow. Then the posterior predictive distribution 

is defined as P(xrcr\x) = jP(xrep\9) P(9\x)d9 • 

Now, the discrepancy between model and data could be measured by defining test 

quantities that quantify the aspects of the data we wish to check. A test quantity that is 

known as a discrepancy measure and is denoted by T(x\6) is a scalar summary of 

parameters and data that is used as a standard when comparing data to predictive 

simulations. In Bayesian model checking, the test quantities play the same role as test 

statistics do in classical testing. Let us denote Tlx) as a test statistic that depends only on 

data. The tail area probability of the distribution of test statistic is known as a p-value. 
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For a given test statistic, the p-value for the classical test is defined as 

Classical p - value= ?r[T(xrep) > T(x)\0]. (2.7) 

In the above equation, the probability is taken over the distribution of xrep where 0 is 

considered to be fixed. It should be noted that the classical p-value is in general a 

function of 0 except for some special cases. Usually, a point estimate for 0 is used to 

compute a p-value in classical statistics. 

If we wish to evaluate the fit of the posterior distribution in the case of a Bayesian 

analysis, it is recommended to compare the observed data to the posterior predictive 

distribution. That can be accomplished by computing one or more Bayesian p-values 

based on relevant test quantities. In this case, the test quantities can be functions of the 

unknown parameters as well as of the data. A Bayesian p-value is defined as 

Bayesian p - value = ?r[T(xrep,0) > T(x,0)\x]. (2.8) 

In the above equation, the probability is taken over the joint posterior distribution of 0 

and xrep. Generally speaking, a Bayesian p-value that is very close to 0 or 1 may be 

interpreted as possible evidence against the model being considered. 

In practice, samples from a posterior predictive distribution can be computed using 

simulation. For this purpose it is recommended to generate L simulated values from the 

posterior density of 0. Using each simulated 0, we can now draw one set of replicated 

data (xrep) from the conditional distribution p(xrep\9,x) and hence we have L draws from 

the joint posterior distribution p(xrep ,0\x). A posterior predictive check is the 
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comparison between a realized test quantity, which is denoted by T(x,6'), and the 

predictive test quantity, which is denoted by T(xrepl,0l). The estimated Bayesian 

p-value is just the proportion of times the test quantity T(xrepl ,6l) equals or exceeds its 

realized value T(x,d'). 
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Chapter 3 

Estimation of a Copula based Bivariate 

Exponential Model 

3.1 Introduction 

The exponential distribution is used in a variety of situations in statistical modeling. In 

biostatistics, this distribution is widely used to study the lifetime of a system (Barlow and 

Wu 1981). Some other applications of this distribution include reliability analysis (Pena 

and Gupta 1990), casualty insurance (Dickson, Tedesco and Zehnwirth 1998) and 

regression analysis (Muller and Damien 1998). When two exponential variables are under 

consideration and they are correlated, then we need a bivariate version of that 

distribution. There are some popular bivariate versions of the exponential distribution 

(Gumbel 1960), but they are often restricted to some particular situation (say, with equal 

marginal means). In this chapter, we will discuss a bivariate exponential model that is 

derived based on Frank's copula and one that is derived using Clayton's copula. These 

models are applicable in a general setting. We will also attempt to develop a Bayesian 

estimation procedure for the former. 
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3.2 The bivariate exponential model 

The univariate exponential model with parameter 9, 6>> 0, is given by 

f { x \ 6 ) = 9 e x e , x > 0 • 

The cumulative distribution function of the above exponential model is 

F (x\ 9 ) = 1 - e~0x , x > 0 • 

(3-1) 

(3.2) 

As we know from Section 1.2, i f u and v are two uniformly distributed random variables, 

then the bivariate Frank's copula is 

C ( « , v ) = — l n i l + ^ lM, - oo < a < oo ,a * 0 . 
a e" - 1 

(3.3) 

Let us consider two random variables X and Y . Each of them is exponentially distributed 

with parameters 9i and 02, respectively. Let u - F(x\01) and v = F(y\d2). Then the 

cumulative distribution function of the bivariate exponential model based on Frank's 

copula is given by 

F(x, y\a,9f,0,) = — In 
a 

1 + (e a ( l - « | - 1 ' l ) - l ) ( e - 1 ) 
ea - 1 

(3.4) 

By differentiating Equation 3.4 with respect to X and Y we obtain the probability density 

function of the bivariate exponential model based on Frank's copula as 

f(x,y\a,9,,92). 

(ea - 1) 1 + 
( e « ( i - . < - * « > ) _ 1 X e . ( i - . « - » » ) _ 1 } 

^ ( - M ) e « ( i - . « - ' * » ) ( e « 0 - . < 

l)(e 

ea - 1 (3.5) 

\)aO 2 e ( - " : > ) e ' 
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Now, let us consider the Clayton's copula. We know from Section 1.2 that i f u and v are 

two uniformly distributed random variables, then the bivariate Clayton's copula is 

C(u,v) = (u~a +v~a -iyVa, a>0. (3.6) 

Consider two random variables X and Y . Each of them is exponentially distributed with 

parameters 0/ and 02, respectively. Let u = F(x\0]) and v = F(y\02). Then the 

cumulative distribution function of the bivariate exponential model based on Clayton's 

copula is given by 

F(x,y\aAA)=W-e™x)r + ( l - e H W r (3-7) 

By differentiating Equation 3.7 with respect to X and Y we obtain the probability 

distribution function of the bivariate exponential model based on Clayton's copula as 

((1 - e(-». '>)-« + (1 _ e<-»:»)-« _ i ) - ' / a

( 1 _ el-Wy 02el-°»\\ - g(-g.*>)-«flie(-».'>  
X , y ^ ' " 2 " ( l - e ^ X a - e ^ ' r +(l-e ( - 9 ="r -lf(\-e(-"<*)) (3.8) 

((1 - e(-^>)-° + (i - e ( - ^ ) } - a _ _ e(-^))-«g |e<-^^)(i - e ( - 9 ^ > ) - " g g 2 e 

(1 - - e ( -» . ' ) ) -« + (1 - - l)2(1 - e < " ^ ) 

3.3 Random number generation for the bivariate exponential model 

Our goal is to estimate the model parameters utilizing a Bayesian estimation procedure. 

Before going to the model estimation procedure, in this section we will discuss how to 

simulate random data from the two copula based bivariate exponential models described 

above, and also check the adequacy of the method described. 
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Algorithm 3.1: To generate random data based on Frank's copula and exponential 

marginals 

Based on the algorithm discussed in Section 1.4.1, we will generate random data from the 

bivariate exponential model based on Frank's copula as follows: 

1. Assume that a, 0/ and 02 are given. 

2. Generate a pair of independent observations w/ and u2 from the uniform 

distribution on the unit interval. 

3. Sett/y = w/. 

4. Compute X = F~] (C/Jfl,). 

u 2 ( e " - I ) 

e (1 - u 2 ) + u 2 

6. Compute Y = F~\U2\92). 

In the above setting the inverse distribution function is given by 

F- '( t / |0)= - i-log( \-U)-

Applying the above algorithm we are able to generate correlated pairs of random data 

from the bivariate exponential model based on Frank's copula. 

Let us consider two independent random variables X and Y that are exponentially 

distributed with parameters 6i = 0.005 and 62 = 0.002, respectively. We generated 10,000 

paired random draws from the joint distribution of X and Y . We also generated a random 

sample of size 10,000 using the same marginals from the bivariate exponential model 

based on Frank's copula with a - 10, using Algorithm 3.1. We will denote the pair of 

random variables by X F and Y F , where F indicates that the pair is generated based on 

Franks copula. From Table 1.1 of Section 1.3 we observed that the Spearman's p 

5. Set u 2 = a In 
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associated with a = 10 is -0.8602. We computed the Spearman's p based on the random 

sample of X F and Y F values as -0.863, which is very close to the theoretical value. We 

also computed the Pearson's r for this sample as -0.563. The simulated data are presented 

in Figure 3.1. It is apparent that the marginal distributions of X and X F , and of Y and YF, 

are the same. Also, the plots of X versus Y and X F versus Y F (Figure 3.2) clearly 

indicate that X and Y are uncorrected while X F and Y F are correlated as described 

above. To determine whether Algorithm 3.1 generated the bivariate data adequately, we 

computed and compared the quantiles of independently generated X , Y and correlated 

X F , YF . The results are presented in Table 3.1. Observe that the distributions of X and 

X F are approximately the same, as are those of Y and Y F . The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 

of equality of two distributions based on X and X F gives us ks = 0.0108, with a p-value 

of 0.5958 giving us no reason to reject the null hypothesis that the distributions of X and 

X F are the same. Similarly, for Y and Y F the value of the test statistic is ks = 0.0113, 

with a p-value of 0.5376 giving us no reason to reject the null hypothesis that the 

distributions of Y and Y F are the same. Finally, the QQ plot based on X , X F and Y , Y F 

(Figure 3.3) gives us evidence in favour of the above hypotheses. 

Table 3.1: Empirical quantiles X, Y and XF, YF (Frank's copula). 

P e r c X XF Y YF 

1% 1 . 736765 2 . 131477 5 . 657882 5 .917091 

25% 57 .555190 56 .900680 144 .174711 143 .331316 

50% 140 .491719 137 .261563 348 .725123 345 .352176 

75% 285 .026135 280 .819084 706 .364131 694 .817939 

99% 947 .578312 938 .259480 2176 . 762948 2275 .565542 



Figure 3.1: Histograms of X, Y and XF, YF (Frank's copula). 
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Figure 3.2: Scatter plot of X versus Y and XF versus YF. 
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Figure 3.3: QQ plot of X versus XF and Y versus YF. 
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Algorithm 3.2: To generate random data based on Clayton's copula and exponential 

marginals 

Based on the algorithm discussed in Section 1.4.2, we will generate random data from the 

bivariate exponential model based on Clayton's copula as follows: 

1. Assume that a, 0/ and 02 are given. 

2. Generate a pair of independent observations u\ and u2 from the uniform 

distribution on the unit interval. 

3. Set Ui = u/. 

4. Compute X = F~] (£/, 

a 1 

5. Set U2 = [(u2 x u\+a ) ^ + (1 - u;a)] "« . 
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6. Compute Y = F~\U2\02). 

In the above setting the inverse distribution function is given by 

F-'(U\ff)= -j\og( l-U)-

Using the above algorithm we are able to generate correlated pairs of random data from 

the bivariate exponential model associated with Clayton's copula. 

Let us consider two independent random variables X and Y that are exponentially 

distributed with parameters 0[ = 0.005 and 02 = 0.002, respectively. We generated 10,000 

paired random draws from the joint distribution of X and Y . We also generated a random 

sample of size 10,000 using the same marginals from the bivariate exponential model 

based on Clayton's copula with a = 0.9, using Algorithm 3.2. We will denote the pair of 

random variables by X C and Y C , where C indicates that the pair is generated based on 

Clayton's copula. Since we don't know the theoretical value of Spearman's p associated 

with a given value of a for Clayton's copula, we failed to compare those values in this 

case. We computed the Spearman's phased on the random sample of X C and Y C values 

as -0.904 and the Pearson's r for this sample as -0.562. The simulated data are presented 

in Figure 3.4. It is apparent that the marginal distributions of X and X C , and of Y and 

Y C , are the same. Also, the plot of X versus Y and X C versus Y C (Figure 3.5) clearly 

indicate that X and Y are uncorrelated while X C and Y C are correlated as described 

above. To determine whether Algorithm 3.2 generated the bivariate data adequately, we 

computed and compared the quantiles of independently generated X , Y and correlated 

X C , Y C . The results are presented in Table 3.2. Observe that the distributions of X and 

X C are approximately the same, as are those of Y and Y C . The non-parametric 
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of equality of two distributions based on X and X C gives us 

ks = 0.0088, with a p-value of 0.8263 giving us no reason to reject the null hypothesis 

that the distributions of X and X C are the same. Similarly, for Y and Y C the value of the 

test statistic is ks = 0.0104, with a p-value of 0.6434 giving us no reason to reject the null 

hypothesis that the distributions of Y and Y C are the same. Finally, the QQ plot based on 

X , X C and Y , Y C (Figure 3.6) gives us evidence in favour of the above hypotheses. 

Table 3.2: Empirical quantiles for X, Y, XC, and YC (Clayton's copula). 

P e r c X XC Y YC 

1% 2 . 21139 1. 981317 5 . 558491 5 .066763 

25% 55 . 57932 57 . 152486 142 .208754 142 .878112 

50% 137 .79032 136 . 832598 341 . 977319 345 .362957 

75% 278 .23745 273 .395132 675 .899204 692 .430622 

99% 917 .57036 945 .651350 2227 .003290 2306 . 076732 

Figure 3.4: Histograms of X, Y, XC, and YC (Clayton's copula). 
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Figure 3.5: Scatter plot of X versus Y and XC versus YC. 
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Figure 3.6: QQ plot of X versus XC and Y versus YC. 
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3.4 The data 

Let us suppose we have a random sample of size 25 from the bivariate exponential 

model, simulated using Algorithm 3.1 with Frank's copula and parameter values a = 5, 

Oi = 0.5 and 62 = 0.16. The histograms and the scatter plot of X and Y for the generated 

random samples are shown in Figure 3.7. To examine whether the correlation between X 

and Y agrees with its theoretical value, we computed the Spearman's rank correlation 

coefficient p as being equal to -0.6092. As we presented in Section 1.4, the exact value of 

the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient p associated with a parameter value of a 

equal to 5 is -0.6435, which is very close to the estimated value based on the generated 

sample. Also, the Pearson's r computed for the sample is -0.496. 

From the generated data set we observe that X ranges from 0 to 12 (approximately) and Y 

ranges from 0 to 30 (approximately). Based on the experience of several simulations, we 

assumed that the random variable X might vary from 0 to 20 and Y might vary from 0 to 

60. Using a = 5, 0i = 0.5 and 62 = 0.16, we evaluated the joint density function for the 

bivariate exponential model (given in Equation 3.5). The perspective plot for this density 

function is presented in Figure 3.8, which represents the shape of the bivariate 

exponential model based on Frank's copula at the parameter points mentioned above. 

In the next section we will develop a Bayesian estimation procedure for the model 

presented in Equation 3.5 and then apply it to the generated sample discussed above. For 

now, let us note that the maximum likelihood estimates of a, Oi and 92 are 4.54, 0.404 

and 0.174, respectively. 



Figure 3.7: Histograms and scatter plot of X and Y. 
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3.5 Prior specifications and posterior distribution for the bivariate 

exponential model 

Consider the model given in Equation 3.5. For this model, we will assume that a, 6/ and 

62 are independently distributed with a normal prior for a and independent gamma priors 

for both 0\ and 62. That is, 

a~N(jU,a2) , 0X ~ Gamma{ax,b^) and &2 ~ Gamma(a2,b2). (3.9) 

Now to determine the values of the hyperparameters ai, bj, a2 and b2, we will use an 

empirical Bayes procedure based on the method of moments. If X ~ Exponential(9) 

and6 ~ Gamma(a, b) then the conditional distribution ofXgiven a, b is obtained by 

ba 

f(x\a,b)=\f(x\O)f(0\a,b)d0=\ee^^0a-]e-bedd 

(3.10) 
r(a) 

aba 

-,x>0. {x + b)a+x 

Thus X follows a Pareto distribution with parameters a and b, where b is the scale 

parameter. Then, 

E{X) = — and Var(X) = - . (3.11) 

Substituting E(X) = X and Var(X) = S2 in Equation 3.11 we will obtain the moment 

estimator of a and b as follows: 

2S2 — 
a= c 2 - 2 and b = (a-\)X. (3.12) 

For the data set presented in Section 3.4 we have the sample mean and variance of X 

equal to 2.60 and 7.42, respectively. Also, the sample mean and variance of Y are equal 

to 5.97 and 40.99, respectively. Substituting these values in Equation 3.12, we obtained 
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the values of the hyperparameters as a/ equal to 22.85, b, equal to 56.87, a2 equal to 

15.37 and b2 equal to 85.80. 

We have seen earlier that the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient between X and Y is 

-0.6092. From Table 1.1, we observe that the value of a (the association parameter of 

Frank's copula) associated with p equal to -0.6092 is approximately equal to 4.5. Based 

on this information, we assumed a normal prior distribution for a with mean equal to 4.5 

and with a standard deviation equal to 1. 

The joint posterior distribution of a, 8i and 0 2 is defined by 

f(a,0l,82\x,y)Kf(a)f(0l)f(02)Y\f(xi,yi\a,d1,d2) • (3-13) 

The joint density of X and Y , given the model parameters, appearing in the product term 

of Equation 3.13 is given by Equation 3.5. Due to the complicated form of this joint 

density, and hence also of the likelihood function for the observed data, it is almost 

impossible to obtain the explicit form of the marginal posterior distribution for a, 6/ and 

92. Thus we need to apply M C M C methods, in particular the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) 

algorithm and Gibbs sampler, to identify the marginal distribution of the parameters of 

interest. 
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3.6 Computation of marginal distribution and estimation of model 

parameters 

As we presented in Section 3.4 of this chapter, we have a random sample of size 25 from 

a known bivariate exponential population. Now we are interested in estimating the 

marginal posterior distributions and posterior means in order to compare these with the 

maximum likelihood estimates and known values of the model parameters. To apply the 

M H algorithm for this purpose we need to specify proposal distributions for a, 9/ and 92. 

It should be noted that we used the same proposal distributions as priors for a, 9f and 92. 

That is, we utilized a normal proposal distribution for a with mean 4.5 and standard 

deviation 1, a gamma proposal distribution for 9i with shape parameter equal to 22.85 

and rate parameter equal to 56.87, and a gamma proposal distribution for 92 with shape 

parameter equal to 15.37 and rate parameter equal to 85.80. The algorithm to simulate 

random data from the joint posterior distribution given in Equation 3.9 using the M H 

algorithm and Gibbs sampler is described below. 

Algorithm 3.3: To simulate random data from the joint posterior distribution 

of a, 9i and 02 

1. Set a(0), fl,(0) and 6><0) as the starting values. 

• Generate one observation for a from the normal proposal distribution with mean 

4.5 and standard deviation 1. 

• Compute r of the M H algorithm based on the specified proposal (jumping) 

distribution and posterior distribution using Equation 2.2. 
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Generate a uniformly distributed random number over the unit interval and denote 

it asp.lfr>p, set equal to the proposal value. Otherwise, keep a{0) and set 

a(l) equal to a(0). 

Consider a{1), f9,(0) and 0{

2

O) to be your starting values in step 2. 

Generate one observation for Oi from the gamma proposal distribution with shape 

parameter equal to 22.85 and rate parameter equal to 56.87. 

Compute r of the M H algorithm based on the specified proposal (jumping) 

distribution and posterior distribution using Equation 2.2. 

Generate a uniformly distributed random number over the unit interval and denote 

it as p.lfr> p, set equal to the proposal value. Otherwise, keep r9,(0) and set 

6>,(1) equal to 6>,(0). 

Consider a{l), and 02

O) to be your starting values in step 3. 

Generate one observation for 92 from the gamma proposal distribution with shape 

parameter equal to 15.37 and scale parameter equal to 85.80. 

Compute r of the M H algorithm based on the specified proposal (jumping) 

distribution and posterior distribution using Equation 2.2. 

Generate a uniformly distributed random number over the unit interval and denote 

it as p. If r > p, set 6>2

(1) equal to the proposal value. Otherwise, keep d2

0) and set 

<92

(l) equal to 0<o ). 

Consider a 0 ) , 6{n and 62

]) to be your new set of initial values. Repeat steps 1 to 

3 until the desired number of observations is obtained. 
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Using the above algorithm we generated 5 sequences of numbers (1000 observations in 

each sequence) from the marginal distribution of a, 9, and 02. It is to be noted that we 

simulated 5,000 observations in each sequence but the final analysis is made based on the 

last 1,000 observations in each sequence (i.e., the first 4000 observations were treated as 

burn in values). The histograms and time series plots for two sequences of simulated 

values of a, Oi and 92 are presented in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. In these figures, the arrows 

indicate the true values of the parameters. During the simulation we computed the 

rejection rates of the M H algorithm and these are presented in Table 3.3. The rejection 

rate for B2 (39.14%) is little bit high but for a (13.58%) and 9, (30.86%) it can be 

considered as reasonable. The problem of a high rejection rate for 62 may be due to the 

failure of choosing a suitable proposal distribution or due to the correlation between 

parameters. We also computed the posterior means from each sequence and the results 

are presented in Table 3.4. From the results it is clear that the posterior mean associated 

with 92 is very close to the true value of the parameter, but for a the posterior mean 

underestimated the true value by 10% and for 9/ the posterior mean underestimated the 

true value of the parameter by 18.92%. If we compare these posterior means with the 

maximum likelihood estimates of a, 9; and 92, we observe that the Bayesian estimation 

procedure gives us approximately the same estimates, respectively, as the maximum 

likelihood estimation procedure in this instance. 
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Table 3.3: Rejection rates from 1000 simulations in each sequence. 

Par. Seq.l Seq.2 Seq.3 Seq.4 Seq.5 Av.% 

a 141 140 131 138 129 13.58 

e, 301 317 320 292 317 30.86 

e2 
406 397 391 378 385 39.14 

Table 3.4: Marginal posterior means from 1000 simulations in each sequence. 

Par. Seq.l Seq.2 Seq.3 Seq.4 Seq.5 Av. 

a 4.4788 4.4885 4.4992 4.5407 4.4899 4.4990 

9, 0.4059 0.4030 0.4048 0.4051 0.4084 0.4054 

e2 
0.1746 0.1760 0.1738 0.1763 0.1748 0.1751 



Figure 3.9: Set of Histograms and time series plots for the 
marginal distributions of a, 0] and 02 (sequence 1). 
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Figure 3.10: Set of Histograms and time series plots for the 
marginal distribution of a, 0, and 02 (sequence 5). 
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3.7 Posterior predictive check 

For each simulated triplet of values for a, 9/ and 92, we generated a predictive sample of 

size 25 from the bivariate exponential distribution based on Algorithm 3.1. Then we 

computed the minimum, maximum and mean value for each sample. The histograms and 

dot plots for these values are presented in Figures 3.11 to 3.14, respectively. The arrows 

in these figures indicate the minimum, maximum and mean of the original observed data. 

Finally, the Bayesian p-values are presented in Table 3.5 to demonstrate the consistency 

of the predicted samples with the original one. As none of these p-values are close to 0 or 

1, they do not place the adequacy of the model in any serious doubt. 

Table 3.5: Bayesian p-values from 1000 samples (25 observations in each sample). 

Stat. Seq.l Seq.2 Seq.3 Seq.4 Seq.5 Av. 

Min Xj 0.4464 0.4204 0.4444 0.4374 0.4494 0.4396 

Max Xj 0.3463 0.3233 0.3443 0.3003 0.3033 0.3235 

Min yi 0.5726 0.5225 0.5595 0.5646 0.5465 0.5531 

Max ys 0.2993 0.3043 0.2563 0.2693 0.2693 0.2797 

Av. Xi 0.4064 0.4064 0.4174 0.40840 0.3964 0.4070 

Av. Y i 0.4354 0.4114 0.4024 0.3863 0.4024 0.4076 



Figure 3.11: Histograms for the minimum, maximum and means from 1000 
simulated samples (25 observations in each sample), based on Sequence 1. 
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Figure 3.12: Histograms for the minimum, maximum and means from 1000 
simulated samples (25 observations in each sample), based on Sequence 5. 
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Figure 3.13: Scatter plots for the minimum, maximum and means from 1000 
simulated samples (25 observations in each sample), based on Sequence 1. 

Figure 3.14: Scatter plots for the minimum, maximum and means from 1000 
simulated samples (25 observations in each sample), based on Sequence 5. 
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3.8 Convergence of marginal posterior distributions 

To check whether the distributions of a, 9i and 02 converge to the true marginal posterior 

distributions or not, we generated 5 samples (independent sequences) using different 

starting points (1000 observations in each sample). Finally, using Equations 2.3 to 2.6 we 

computed the within variance, between variance, the weighted average estimate of the 

marginal posterior variance, and hence y[k~, respectively, for each of the three 

parameters of interest. The results are summarized in Table 3.6. Since the computed 

values of -JR~ for each the three parameters {a, 9j and Oi) are very close to 1, we expect 

that the generated sample does fairly represent the population (target) distribution. 

Table 3.6: Variances and based on 5 different sequences, 

1000 observations in each sequence. 

Par. W. Var. B. Var. Post. Var 4R 
a 0.63425 0.58445 0.63420 1.000026 

9, 0.00301 0.00388 0.00301 1.000145 

e2 
0.00059 0.00105 0.00059 1.000384 
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3.9. Extended analysis 

In this section we extended our analysis for some other values of the hyperparameters in 

order to improve the acceptance rate in simulating random data from the posterior 

distribution given in Equation 3.13. Based on the experience of several simulations, we 

settled with some other values of the hyperparameters in Equation 3.9. These values 

yielded more suitable acceptance rates when simulating random data from the posterior 

distribution. The values of these hyperparameters are fi = 5, cr2 = 0.5, a/ = 80, bi - 150, 

a2 = 25, b2 = 155. Using the same algorithm (Algorithm 3.3) we generated 5 sequences of 

numbers (1000 observations in each sequence) from the marginal distribution of a, 0\ 

and 02- As before, we simulated 5,000 observations in each sequence but the final 

analysis is made based on the last 1,000 observations in each sequence. The histograms 

and time series plots for two sequences of simulated values of a, 6i and 62 are presented 

in Figures 3.15 and 3.16. In these figures, the arrows indicate the true values of the 

parameters. During the simulation we computed the rejection rates of the M H algorithm 

and they are presented in Table 3.7. The rejection rate for 0i (41.8%) is a little bit high 

but for a (7.7%) and 62 (30.6%) it can be considered as reasonable. We tried to minimize 

the rejection rate by shifting the proposal distribution for 0/ but failed to get a better 

result. The problem of the high rejection rate for 9} may be due to the correlation between 

parameters. We also computed the posterior means from each sequence and the results 

are presented in Table 3.8. From the results it is clear that all the posterior means are very 

close to the true value of the parameters. If we compare these posterior means with the 

maximum likelihood estimates of a, 9; and 02, we observe that the Bayesian estimation 

procedure gives us more precise estimates. 
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Table 3.7: Rejection rates from 1000 simulations in each sequence. 

Par. Seq.l Seq.2 Seq.3 Seq.4 Seq.5 Av.% 

a 79 74 69 73 90 7.7 

e, 432 410 426 389 434 41.8 

e 2 
299 324 282 315 314 30.6 

Table 3.8: Marginal posterior means from 1000 simulations in each sequence. 

Par. Seq.l Seq.2 Seq.3 Seq.4 Seq.5 Av. 

a 4.910 4.960 4.936 4.950 4.958 4.94 

e, 0.491 0.492 0.491 0.497 0.488 0.492 

e 2 
0.161 0.161 0.162 0.159 0.161 0.161 



Figure 3.15: Set of Histograms and time series plot for the 
marginal distributions of a, 9i and 62 (sequence 1). 
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Figure 3.16: Set of Histograms and time series plots for the 
marginal distribution of a, 0j and 6\ (sequence 5). 
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For each simulated triplet of values for a, Oj, and O2, we generated a predictive sample of 

size 25 from the bivariate exponential distribution based on Algorithm 3.3. Then we 

computed the minimum, maximum and mean value for each sample. The histograms and 

dot plots for these values are presented in Figures 3.17 to 3.20. The arrows in these 

figures indicate the minimum, maximum and mean of the original observed data. Finally, 

the Bayesian p-values are presented in Table 3.9 to demonstrate the consistency of the 

predicted samples with the original one. It is apparent that the p-values associated with 

maximum of X (0.142) and the average of X (0.134) are much smaller than those in 

Table 3.5. However, as none of these p-values are close to 0 or 1, they do not place the 

adequacy of the model in any serious doubt. 

Table 3.9: Bayesian p-values from 1000 samples (25 observations in each sample). 

Stat. Seq.l Seq.2 Seq.3 Seq.4 Seq.5 Av. 

Min xi 0.377 0.387 0.363 0.362 0.371 0.372 

Max xi 0.150 0.135 0.128 0.131 0.165 0.142 

Min y. 0.560 0.574 0.598 0.583 0.591 0.581 

Max yi 0.342 0.384 0.344 0.368 0.383 0.364 

Av. xi 0.114 0.109 0.191 0.118 0.137 0.134 

Av. y, 0.541 0.575 0.544 0.584 0.562 0.561 
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Figure 3.17: Histograms for the minimum, maximum and means from 1000 
simulated samples (25 observations in each sample), based on Sequence 1. 
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Figure 3.18: Histograms for the minimum, maximum and means from 1000 
simulated samples (25 observations in each sample), based on Sequence 5. 
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Figure 3.19: Scatter plots for the minimum, maximum and means from 1000 
simulated samples (25 observations in each sample), based on Sequence 1 
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To check whether the marginal distribution of a, 9\ and 62 is converging to the true 

distribution or not, we generated 5 samples using different starting points (1000 

observations in each sample). Finally, using Equations 2.4 to 2.6 we computed the within 

variance, between variance, the weighted average estimate of the marginal posterior 

variance, and hence ~J~R , respectively, for each of the three parameters of interest. The 

results are summarized in Table 3.10. Since the computed values of -JR for each of 

these parameters (a, 9; and 92) are very close to 1, we expect that the generated sample 

does fairly represent the population (target) distribution and it is reasonable to make 

inference based on the generated sample. 

Table 3.10: Variances and *J~R based on 5 different sequences, 

1000 observations in each sequence. 

Par. W. Var. B. Var. Post. Var 4R 
a 0.22148 0.42664 0.22169 1.00046 

e, 0.00204 0.01131 0.00204 1.00227 

e2 
0.00040 0.00098 0.00040 1.00072 
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Chapter 4 

Estimation of a Copula based Bivariate 

Pareto Model 

4.1 Introduction 

The univariate Pareto model was introduced by Pareto (1897) as a distribution of income. 

An extensive historical survey of its use in the context of income distribution may be 

found in Arnold (1983). Also, this distribution is widely used in survival analysis 

(Dunsmore and Amin 1998; Nigm and Hamdy 1987; Geisser 1984). Some other 

applications of this distribution are as a model for wage distribution (Geisser 1985; 

Arnold and Press 1989), distribution of brightness of comets in astronomy (Pettit 1993), 

and aggregate claims distribution in insurance (Dickson, Tedesco and Zehnwirth 1998). 

These articles are all concerned with the univariate Pareto model. Very few authors have 

studied multivariate Pareto models. They include Mardia (1962), Mardia and Jupp 

(1982), and Klugman, Panjer and Willmot (1998). However, these authors did not 

consider a Bayesian estimation procedure. In this chapter we will discuss a bivariate 

Pareto model that is derived based on Frank's copula and one that is derived using 

Clayton's copula. We will also attempt to develop a Bayesian estimation procedure for 

the former. 
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4.2 The bivariate Pareto model 

The univariate Pareto model with parameter 00 > 0, and PP> 0, is given by 

fiO 
(x + 9 ) TT7T' * > 0 • (4.1) 

The cumulative distribution function of the above Pareto model is 

F (x\0 ,9 ) = \ - \ \ + x > 0 
(4.2) 

As we know from Section 1.2, if u and v are two uniformly distributed random variables, 

then the bivariate Frank's copula is 

C ( « , v ) = — l n - j l + 
a 

(ea" - l)(e

tt" - 1) 
ea - 1 o o < o r < o o , a ^ 0 . (4.3) 

Let us consider two random variables X and Y. Each of them is distributed as Pareto with 

parameters 0i, Pi, and 02, p2, respectively. Let u = F(x\di,/?,) and v = F(y\02,P2). Then 

the cumulative distribution function of the bivariate Pareto model based on Frank's 

copula is given by 

F (x, y\a ,6 l t 0 ,,0 2 , p 2) = — In 

, - < , + 5T)" 

1 -

(4.4) 

By differentiating Equation 4.4 with respect to X and Y we obtain the probability density 

function of the bivariate Pareto model based on Frank's copula as 
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f(x,y\a,e„p],e2,p2)=-
Pf a\ 1 + 

0, P2e 

+ + 2 _ x « * -1) I + 

1 + Pte 1 e I « 1 + 
,(-,••£>< '=>) 

<?,(1 + —He" 1 + 0,(1+ - M 

(4.5) 

Now, let us consider the Clayton's copula. We know from Section 1.2 that i f u and v are 

two uniformly distributed random variables, then the bivariate Clayton's copula is 

C{u,v) = (u~a + v " ° - l ) " 1 / a , a>0 (4.6) 

Consider two random variables X and Y . Each of them is distributed as Pareto with 

parameters 9h fii and 92, fa, respectively. Let u = F(x\0i,/?,) and v = F(y\92,f32). Then 

the cumulative distribution function of the bivariate Pareto model based on Clayton's 

copula is given by 

- l / o 

(4.7) 

By differentiating Equation 4.7 with respect to X and Y we obtain the probability density 

function of the bivariate Pareto model based on Clayton's copula as 

F(x,y\aA,M2,l32y- 1-(1 + - ) " 
ft 

1_(1 + Z ) - A 
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H+tr") "+H+£ 
H + H H i 

r-f 

(4.8) 

+ - j 

4.3 Random number generation for the bivariate Pareto model 

Our goal is to estimate the model parameters using a Bayesian estimation procedure 

applied to a set of loss and allocated loss adjustment expenses data (Klugman, Panjer and 

Willmot 1998). Before going to the model estimation procedure, in this section we will 

discuss how to simulate random data from the two copula based bivariate Pareto models 

described above, and also check the adequacy of the method described. 

Algorithm 4.1: To generate random data based on Frank's copula and Pareto 

marginals 

Based on the algorithm discussed in Section 1.4.1, we will generate random data from the 

bivariate Pareto model based on Frank's copula as follows: 

1. Assume that a, fy, 92, and J32 are given. 

2. Generate a pair of independent observations u\ and u2 from the uniform 

distribution on the unit interval. 

3. Set<J/ = w/. 

4. Compute X = F~l (Ur |0,, fil). 
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5. Set U a In 1 + 
u2(ea - 1) 

1 (1 - U 2 ) + U 

6. Compute Y - F~x (U2\02, J32) 

In the above setting the inverse distribution function is given by 

F (U \9 , P ) = 0 
1 - U 

Applying the above algorithm we are able to generate correlated pairs of random data 

from the bivariate Pareto model based on Frank's copula. 

Let us consider two independent random variables X and Y that are distributed as Pareto 

with parameters 9i = 36000, fii = 2500, and 62 = 800, = 10, respectively. We generated 

10,000 paired random draws from the joint distribution of X and Y. We also generated a 

random sample of size 10,000 using the same marginals from the bivariate Pareto model 

based on Frank's copula with a = -10, using Algorithm 4.1. We will denote the pair of 

random variables by X F and YF , where F indicates that the pair is generated based on 

Frank's copula. From Table 1.1 of Section 1.3 we observe that the Spearman's p 

associated with a = -10 is 0.8602. We computed the Spearman's p based on the random 

sample of X F and Y F values as 0.8644, which is very close to the theoretical value. We 

also computed the Pearson's r for this sample as 0.7118. The histograms of the simulated 

data are presented in Figure 4.1. It is apparent that the marginal distributions of X and 

X F , and of Y and Y F , are the same. Also, the plots of X versus Y and X F versus Y F 

(Figure 4.2) clearly indicate that X and Y are uncorrelated while X F and Y F are 

correlated as described above. To determine whether Algorithm 4.1 generated the 

bivariate data adequately, we computed and compared the quantiles of independently 
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generated X , Y and correlated XF , YF . The results are presented in Table 4.1. Observe 

that the distributions of X and XF are approximately the same, as are those of Y and YF . 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of equality of two distributions based on X and X F gives 

us ks = 0.0102, with a p-value of 0.6672 giving us no reason to reject the null hypothesis 

that the distributions of X and XF are the same. Similarly, for Y and Y F the value of the 

test statistic is ks = 0.0079, with a p-value of 0.9085 giving us no reason to reject the null 

hypothesis that the distributions of Y and Y F are the same. Finally, the QQ plots based on 

X , X F and Y , Y F (Figure 4.3) give us evidence in favour of the above hypotheses. 

Table 4.1: Empirical quantiles X, XF, Y, and YF (Frank's copula). 

P e r c X XF y YF 

1% 0 . 134052 0 . 1733125 0 . i 3881617 0 . 8726742 

25% 4 .119650 4 . 1737863 23 2410422 23 . 1920796 

50% 9 .964402 10 . 0738433 56 9196310 57 . 6537216 

75% 20 .000025 19 . 9817067 118 8793383 118 . 6220645 

99% 66 .586182 6 9 . 0402929 481 7452977 457 . 0886922 



Figure 4.1: Histograms of X, XF, Y, and YF (Frank's copula). 
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Figure 4.2: Scatter plots of X versus Y and XF versus YF. 
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Figure 4.3: QQ plot of X versus XF and Y versus YF. 
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Algorithm 4.2: To generate random data based on Clayton's copula and Pareto 

marginals 

Based on the algorithm discussed in Section 1.4.2, we will generate random data from the 

bivariate Pareto model based on Clayton's copula as follows: 

1. Assume that a, 0j, Pi, 92, and /32 are given. 

2. Generate a pair of independent observations uj and u2 from the uniform 

distribution on the unit interval. 

3. Set U, = u,. 

4. Compute X = F~\U]|6>,,/?,). 

5. Set U2 = [(u2 x u\+a ) ^ + (1 - u;a )] ~a . 

6. Compute Y = Fl (U2 \02 ,P2). 
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In the above setting the inverse distribution function is given by 

F - (t/ \e , p ) = e [7-7-77-] ' - 1 • 

Using the above algorithm we are able to generate correlated pairs of random data from 

the bivariate Pareto model associated with Clayton's copula. 

Let us consider two independent random variables X and Y that are distributed as Pareto 

with parameters 0, = 36000, p, = 2500, and G2 = 800, p2 = 10, respectively. We generated 

10,000 paired random draws from the joint distribution of X and Y. We also generated a 

random sample of size 10,000 using the same marginals from the bivariate Pareto model 

based on Clayton's copula with a - 5, using Algorithm 4.2. We will denote the pair of 

random variables by X C and Y C , where C indicates that the pair is generated based on 

Clayton's copula. Since we don't know the theoretical value of Spearman's p associated 

with a given value of a for Clayton's copula, we failed to compare those values in this 

case. We computed the Spearman's p based on the random sample of X C and Y C values 

as 0.8866 and the Pearson's r for this sample as 0.6319. The histograms of the simulated 

data are presented in Figure 4.4. It is apparent that the marginal distributions of X and 

X C , and of Y and Y C , are the same. Also, the plot of X versus Y and X C versus Y C 

(Figure 4.5) clearly indicate that X and Y are uncorrelated while X C and Y C are strongly 

positively correlated as described above. To determine whether Algorithm 4.2 generated 

the bivariate data adequately, we computed and compared the quantiles of independently 

generated X , Y and correlated X C , Y C . The results are presented in Table 4.2. Observe 

that the distributions of X and X C are approximately the same, as are those of Y and Y C . 

The non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of equality of two distributions based on 
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X and X C gives us ks = 0.0122, with a p-value of 0.4389 giving us no reason to reject the 

null hypothesis that the distributions of X and X C are the same. Similarly, for Y and Y C 

the value of the test statistic is ks = 0.0122, with a p-value of 0.4389 giving us no reason 

to reject the null hypothesis that the distributions of Y and Y C are the same. Finally, the 

QQ plots based on X , X C and Y , Y C (Figure 4.6) gives us evidence in favour of the 

above hypotheses. 

Table 4.2: Empirical quantiles for X, Y, XC, and YC (Clayton's copula). 

P e r c X XC Y YC 

1% 0 1660928 0 1725121 0 7216703 0 .9140972 

25% 4 2163299 4 1359392 24 3086673 23 .4492523 

50% 10 0705226 9 9394239 57 8954122 57 .4476718 

75% 20 2095230 20 0598723 119 7251774 118 .6311810 

99% 66 3834706 67 3789450 485 2056798 466 .0899824 



Figure 4.4: Histograms of X, Y, XC, and YC (Clayton's copula). 
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Figure 4.5: Scatter plot of X versus Y and XC versus YC. 
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Figure 4.6: QQ plot of X versus XC and Y versus YC. 
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4.4. The Loss and ALAE data 

In casualty insurance it is common to record expenses that are directly related to the 

payment of the loss, known as the allocated loss adjustment expense (ALAE), in addition 

to the loss itself. The loss and A L A E values are usually strongly positively correlated. In 

this section we will consider a loss and A L A E data set, which is taken from the book 

"Loss models: From Data to Decisions", written by Klugman, Panjer and Willmot (1998, 

page 149). The data set consists of twenty-four losses and their corresponding A L A E 

values and is given below. 

Loss: 1500 2000 2500 2500 4500 5000 5750 7000 7000 7500 
9000 10000 11750 12500 14000 14750 15000 17500 19833 30000 

33033 44887 62500 210000 

A L A E : 301 3043 415 4940 395 25 34474 50 10593 50 
406 1174 2530 165 175 28271 2072 6328 212 2172 

7854 2178 12251 7357 
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The histogram and the scatter plot of the Loss and A L A E data set is shown in Figure 4.7. 

Using this data set, the authors computed the maximum likelihood estimates for the 

bivariate Pareto model based on Frank's copula. They considered the form of Frank's 

copula given in Equation 1.5 with Pareto marginals given in Equation 4.5. The maximum 

likelihood estimates for the model are given by 0X = 36141.4, /?, = 2.59889, 02 = 

803.839, /?,= 0.759943 and a = 0.133024. In our case, we considered the form of 

Frank's copula given in Equation 1.3. In the next section we will develop a Bayesian 

estimation procedure for the model using the same data set. For now, the maximum 

likelihood estimates for our model parameters are 0X = 36142.62, /?,= 2.599, 02 = 

803.47, P2 = 0.75 971 and a = -2.017. We computed the Spearman's rank correlation 

coefficient p as being equal to 0.2952 for this data set. As we presented in Section 1.4, 

the exact value of a associated with a Spearman's rank correlation coefficient p equal to 

0.2952 is -1.91, which is fairly close to the maximum likelihood estimate of a. The 

Pearson's r computed for this sample is equal to 0.0837. 

For this data set, we observe that the loss variable ranges from 1500 to 210,000 and 

A L A E variable ranges from 25 to 34474. Using the maximum likelihood estimates of 0/, 

Pi, ®2, Pi and a, we evaluated the joint density function for the bivariate Pareto model 

(given in Equation 4.5). The perspective plot for this density function is presented in 

Figure 4.8. It is to be noted that, for subsequent analysis we will denote the loss and 

A L A E variables as X and Y , respectively. 



Figure 4.7: Histogram and scatter plot of Loss and ALAE data set. 
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Figure 4.8: Perspective plot for the bivariate Pareto model 
based on Loss (X) and ALAE (Y) data. 
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4.5 Prior specification and posterior distribution of the bivariate 

Pareto model 

A few authors have studied the Bayesian inference procedure for the Pareto distribution. 

Muniruzzaman (1968), Malik (1970), Sinha and Howlader (1980), and Scollnik (1996) 

considered the case with known scale parameter. Lwin (1972) considered the estimation 

of both the shape and scale parameters using a joint conjugate prior. Arnold and Press 

(1983, 1989) criticized this choice and suggested another joint prior distribution for 

which the corresponding posterior distribution is well behaved. A more recent discussion 

addressing the Bayesian prediction of Pareto variables is provided by Geisser (1984, 

1985). Please note that all of these papers are concerned with the univariate Pareto model. 

Consider the model given in Equation 4.5 with five parameters 9j, J3i, 02, fa and a. For 

this model, it is very difficult to obtain a suitable joint prior distribution for the 

parameters of interest. We will consider two prior density specifications as below. 

Case 1. We will assume a normal prior for a, a noninformative prior for 6>/, fa, 62, 

fa, and prior independence between these parameters. That is, 

a~N(M,a2), , fa) oc J - , f{02 ,fa) oc - L - . (4.9) 

Using the above prior information the joint posterior distribution of 9i, Pi, 92, P2 and a is 

given by 

f(9x,Px,02,p2,a\x,y) °c f{a) f{9x, /?,) f(82,B2)f\ /(*,, v,|0,, fi,,02, fi2,a) • (4-10) 
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Case 2. We will assume that 0j, fa, 02, fa and a, are independently distributed 

with a normal prior for a, independent Pareto priors for both 0/ and 02, and independent 

gamma priors for both /?/ and fa. That is, 

a~N(/u,a2), 
0X ~ Pareto(ax,bx), /?, ~ Gamma{cx,dx), (4.11) 
t92 ~ Pareto(a2, b2), /?2 ~ Gamma(c2, d2). 

Thus, the joint posterior distribution of /?;, 02, fa and « i s defined by 

/(*,,px,02,P2,a\x,y) oc / ( « ) f(0x) /(/?,) f(02) f(B2) f\ f(x,,y,\0t,Px,02,P2,a) • (4-12) 

The joint conditional density of X and Y , given the model parameters, appearing in the 

product terms in Equation 4.10 and Equation 4.12 is given by Equation 4.5. Due to the 

complicated form of this joint density, and hence also of the likelihood function for the 

observed data, it is almost impossible to obtain the explicit form of the marginal posterior 

distributions for 0\, /?/, 02, fa and a. Thus, we need to apply M C M C methods, in 

particular the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm and Gibbs sampler, to identify the 

marginal distributions of the parameters of interest. 

4.6 Bayesian estimation of the parameters for the bivariate Pareto 

model 

As we presented in Section 4.4 of this chapter, we will use the loss and A L A E data set to 

estimate the model parameters given in Equation 4.5. In particular, we are interested in 

estimating the marginal posterior distributions and posterior means for Case 1 and Case 

2, in order to compare these with their corresponding maximum likelihood estimates. 
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4.6.1. Computation of the posterior marginal distribution and 

estimation of model parameters for Case 1 

In this section we will discuss how to simulate random data from the posterior 

distribution given in Equation 4.10 and estimate the parameters of the model given in 

Equation 4.5. Firstly, we need to specify the hyperparameters given in Equation 4.9. We 

have seen earlier that the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient between the loss and 

A L A E values is 0.2952. From Table 1.1, we observe that the exact value of a (the 

association parameter of Frank's copula) associated with p equal to 0.2952 is -1.91. 

Based on this information, we will assume a normal prior distribution for a with mean 

equal to -2 and with a standard deviation equal to 0.5. 

Secondly, to apply the M H algorithm we need to specify proposal distributions for a, Oi, 

Pi, 02 and P2. We will use the same proposal distribution as prior for a. To take into 

account the correlation between 0/ and Pi, we will use a multivariate normal proposal 

distribution for these parameters, centered at their maximum likelihood estimate with 

their corresponding covariance matrix. Similarly, we will also use a multivariate normal 

proposal distribution for 02 and /??, centered at the maximum likelihood estimate with 

their corresponding covariance matrix. The derivation of the asymptotic covariance 

matrix for the maximum likelihood estimator of the parameters of the univariate Pareto 

model is given below. 



Let us consider the univariate Pareto model given by 

( x + * ) » > • » • ' > 0 ' 

Taking the logarithm on both sides of Equation 4.13, we have 

log[/(*; 0, /?)] = log /? + /? log 0 - fj5 +1) logLx + 0). 

Differentiating Equation 4.14 with respect to # twice, we obtain 

d\og[f(x;0,P)] = P p + l 
00 0 x + 0' 

and hence 

d2\og[f(x;0,P)]_ fi P + \ 
802 02 (x + 0)2 

Differentiating Equation 4.14 with respect to /? twice, we obtain 

a iog[A^, /?)Ll 
dp p 

and hence 

d2\og[f(x;0,P)]_ 1 
dp2 P2 ' 

Finally, differentiating Equation 4.14 with respect to (9 and /?, we obtain 

d2\og[f(x;0,P)]_ 1 1_ 
50 5/? 0 x + 0' 

From Equation 4.13, we have 
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Taking expectations in Equation 4.15 to 4.17, and using Equation 4.18 where appropriate, 

we have the asymptotic covariance matrix for the maximum likelihood estimators of 0 

and /?as 

Cov{0,(3) 
rd2log[f(x;0,P)] 

30 d/3 
n E 

np 
02(P + 2) 0(P + 1) 

n n 
~ o{p+\) y 

(4.19) 

Recall the maximum likelihood estimates of 0X = 36142.62, /?, = 2.599, 02 = 803.47 and 

P2 = 0.75971. We will use these estimates to evaluate the covariance matrix given in 

Equation 4.19. Thus, the estimated asymptotic covariance matrices associated with 0;, Pi 

and with 02, P2, respectively, are as follows: 

Cov{0„p,) 
1247523814.86 64782.83 

64782.83 3.64557 
(4.20) 

and 

Cov(02,p2) = 
302569.47 123.51 

123.51 0.07447 
(4.21) 

We will denote these two matrices as Zi and Z2, respectively. To recap, we will use a 

multivariate normal proposal distribution for 0;, Pi with a mean vector (<9, = 36142.62, 

/?, = 2.599) and a covariance matrix S i . For 02 and p2, we will use a multivariate normal 

proposal distribution with a mean vector (02= 803.47 and J32= 0.75971) and a 

covariance matrix £2. 
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The algorithm to simulate random data from the joint posterior distribution (given in 

Equation 4.10) using the M H algorithm and Gibbs sampler is described below. 

Algorithm 4.3: To simulate random data from the joint posterior distribution 

of a, 8i, p,, 02 and given in Equation 4.10 

1. Set a(0), 6\0), Pl0), 0 2

( o ) and/?<0> as the starting values. 

• Generate one observation for a from the normal proposal distribution with mean 

-2 and standard deviation 0.5. 

• Compute r of the M H algorithm based on the specified proposal (jumping) 

distribution and posterior distribution using Equation 2.2. 

• Generate a uniformly distributed random number over the unit interval and denote 

it as p. If r > p, set a0) equal to the proposal value. Otherwise, keep a(0) and set 

cc(1) equal to a{0). 

2. Consider a(]), <9,(0), /?, < 0 ), 0<O) andp(

2

0) to be your starting values in step 2. 

• Generate one pair of observations for 6j and Pi from the multivariate normal 

proposal distribution as mentioned earlier. 

• Compute r of the M H algorithm based on the specified proposal (jumping) 

distribution and posterior distribution using Equation 2.2. 

• Generate a uniformly distributed random number over the unit interval and denote 

it as p. If r > p, set and /?,0 ) equal to the proposal values. Otherwise, keep 

6\a) and / j , ( 0 ) , and set equal to 0, ( o )and p,(x) equal to pf]. 

3. Consider , d[x), /?, ( , ) ,<9<0) and pfho be your starting values in step 3. 
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• Generate one pair of observations for 67 and fa from the multivariate normal 

proposal distribution as mentioned earlier. 

• Compute r of the M H algorithm based on the specified proposal (jumping) 

distribution and posterior distribution using Equation 2.2. 

• Generate a uniformly distributed random number over the unit interval and denote 

it as p. If r > p, set (92

(I) and /?2

( l ) equal to the proposal values. Otherwise, keep 

6><0) and /? 2

( 0 >, and set £ 2

( 1 ) equal to 0 2

( o ) and pf equal to /? 2

( 0 >. 

4. Consider f9,(1), / J , 0 ' , 02

m and /?2

(1) to be your new set of initial values. Repeat 

steps 1 to 3 until the desired number of observations is obtained. 

It is to be noted that, unfortunately, we were unable to successfully use this algorithm to 

generate random data from the posterior distribution using the multivariate normal 

proposal distributions with the covariance matrices mentioned in Equations 4.20 and 

4.21. Based on several simulations, and using trial and error, we tried adjusting the 

covariance matrices associated with the proposal distributions as follows: 

z; =Cov(0l,fa)x 0.000015 = 
18712.86 0.971742 
0.971742 0.00005468 

(4.22) 

and 

E 2 =Cov(6>2,/?2)x0.06 = 
18154.17 7.4106 
7.4106 0.004468 

(4.23) 

Using these adjusted covariance matrices in Algorithm 4.3, we generated 5 sequences of 

numbers (1000 observations in each sequence) for each of a, 0j, Pi, 62 and P2 from the 

joint posterior distribution given in Equation 4.10. It is to be noted that we simulated 
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5,000 observations in each sequence but the final analysis is made based on the last 1,000 

observations in each sequence. The histograms and time series plots associated with one 

of these sequences of simulated values of a, 6\, Pi, 02 and are presented in Figure 4.9. 

In this figure, the arrows indicate the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters. It 

is clear from the figure that the generated data failed to represent the shape of the 

marginal posterior distributions under consideration except for a. During the simulation, 

we computed the rejection rates of the M H algorithm and the results are presented in 

Table 4.3. It is apparent from the table that the rejection rates associated with dj, Pi 

(67.2%) and 62, p2 (72.16%) are very high, but for a (5.16%) it is reasonable. The 

problem of the high rejection rates suggests that we consider other suitable proposal 

distributions or suitable prior distributions, or both, for these parameters. 

Table 4.3: Rejection rates from 1000 simulations in each sequence. 

Par. Seq.l Seq.2 Seq.3 Seq.4 Seq.5 Av.% 

a 46 51 55 53 53 5.16 

0, and p, 702 688 712 683 575 67.2 

0 2 and p 2 
711 695 726 717 759 72.16 

Even though the simulation method did not prove adequate on the basis of the high 

rejection rates, let us continue with the analysis in order to develop results for the later 

sake of comparison. 
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We estimated the posterior means from each sequence and the results are presented in 

Table 4.4. The reader can compare these estimated posterior means with the maximum 

likelihood estimates of a, 0h /?/, 62 and fa (0, = 36142.62, /?, = 2.599, 02 = 803.47, fi2 = 

0.75971 and a =-2.017). 

Table 4.4: Marginal posterior means from 1000 simulations in each sequence. 

Par. Seq.l Seq.2 Seq.3 Seq.4 Seq.5 Av. 

a -2.015 -1.996 -2.006 1.999 -2.001 -2.00 

e, 36090.898 36103.754 36222.227 36129.958 36128.886 36135.14 

Pi 2.597 2.598 2.604 2.598 2.598 2.599 

e 2 
731.492 707.655 716.059 752.758 768.113 735.01 

p 2 
0.707 0.722 0.678 0.731 0.751 0.7178 
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Figure 4.9: Histograms and time series plots for the marginal 
distributions of a, 0], fa, 62 and fa. 
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For each simulated set of values for a, 67 , fii, 92 and (32, we generated a predictive sample 

of size 25 from the bivariate Pareto distribution based on Algorithm 4.1. Then we 

computed the minimum, maximum and mean value for each sample. The histograms and 

dot plots for these values are presented in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, respectively. The 

arrows in these figures indicate the minimums, maximums and means of the original loss 

and A L A E data values. The Bayesian p-values are presented in Table 4.5 to demonstrate 

the consistency of the predicted samples with the original one. Please note that X and Y 

in this table correspond to the loss and A L A E , respectively. The Bayesian p-values 

associated with the minimum of Y (0.5307), maximum of Y (0.7908), and average of Y 

(0.704) are satisfactory, as are the values associated with the maximum of X (0.1577) and 

average of X (0.4010). However, the Bayesian p-value associated with the minimum of X 

(0.0695) is not as satisfactory. 

Table 4.5: Bayesian p-values from 1000 samples (25 observations in each sample). 

Stat. Seq.l Seq.2 Seq.3 Seq.4 Seq.5 Av. 

Min xi 0.0762 0.0641 0.0671 0.0721 0.0681 0.0695 

Max xi 0.1513 0.1533 0.1663 0.1543 0.1633 0.1577 

Min yi 0.5481 0.5271 0.5220 0.5200 0.5361 0.5307 

Max yi 0.7766 0.7856 0.8326 0.7846 0.7745 0.7908 

Av. Xi 0.4080 0.4028 0.4178 0.3798 0.3968 0.4010 

Av. Yj 0.7024 0.6904 0.7725 0.6844 0.6703 0.7040 



Figure 4.10: Histograms for the minimum, maximum and means from 1000 
simulated samples (25 observations in each sample). 
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To check whether the distributions of a, Oi, fa, 62 and fa converge to the true marginal 

posterior distributions or not, we generated 5 sequences of random numbers for each of 

these parameters (1000 observations in each sequence). Finally, using Equations 2.3 to 

2.6 we computed the within variance, between variance, the weighted average estimate of 

the marginal posterior variance, and hence *J~R , respectively for each of the five 

parameters of interest. The results are summarized in Table 4.6 and we observe that the 

computed values of -JR for each the five parameters (a, Qi, fa, 82 and fa) are fairly 

close to 1. 

Table 4.6: Variances and based on 5 different sequences, 

1000 observations in each sequence. 

Par. W. Var. B. Var. Post. Var 

a 0.20774 0.05019 0.20758 1.00001 

e, 62682.59005 2648125.295 65268.03275 1.02041 

Pi 0.00017 0.00724 0.00018 1.02008 

e 2 
44588.67733 632600.430 45176.68908 1.00657 

P2 0.01276 0.75248 0.01349 1.02858 
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4.6.2. Computation of the marginal posterior distribution and 

estimation of model parameters for Case 2 

In this section we will discuss how to simulate random data from the posterior 

distribution given in Equation 4.12 and estimate the parameters of the model given in 

Equation 4.5. For this purpose, we need to specify the hyperparameters given in Equation 

4.11. In the previous section, we saw that the prior and proposal setup for a worked well 

for simulating random data from the joint posterior distribution. In this section we will 

use the same setup for a. That is, we will assume a normal prior distribution for a with 

mean equal to -2 and with a standard deviation equal to 0.5. For #/,/?/, 9j and fy, we will 

use the following procedure to determine the hyperparameters required by the prior 

density specification for these parameters. 

From Equation 4.11, we have 9 ~ Pareto(a,b). That is, 

f i 0 \ a , b ) = b a ' ,. , 0 > 0 • (4-24) 

From Equation 4.24, the mean and variance of 9 are given by 

— = Mg and Var(9) = ~ 
6-1 (b-\)2(b-2) 

E(9) = -—- = Me and Var(9) = - — — ~ = Ve • (4-25) 

Using the above relation, the values of the hyperparameters can be computed as follows: 

a = (b-\)xMg and b= 2 x V ° . (4.26) 

Now, we will use the maximum likelihood estimate of 9/ (36142.62) and its estimated 

asymptotic variance (1247523814.86) in place of Mo and Ve in the above, and solve for a 
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and b. We will repeat the process for 92, using the values of 803.47 and 302569.47 from 

before. Then, the computed values of the hyperparameters for the prior distribution of 61 

are given by aj = -1570684, bi = -42.45794. Similarly, the hyperparameters for the prior 

distribution of 92 are given by a2 = -2221.017, b2 = -1.764281. It is to be noted that all of 

these hyperparameter estimated values are negative, whereas the actual hyperparameters 

are required to be positive. Thus, we proceeded to adjust the values of these parameters 

by changing the assumed variances of 9i and 92 in order to obtain acceptable results. 

Using trial and error, we set the variance of 9/ equal to 1.5 times its asymptotic variance 

and the variance of 92 equal to 3 times its asymptotic variance. Then, the final values of 

these hyperparameters were computed as a/ = 203268.2, b[ = 6.624, a2 = 4760.77 and b2 

= 6.925. 

Similarly, from Equation 4.11 we have f3 ~ Gamma(c,d). That is, 

f{p\c,d)=-^— > 0 • (4-27) 
r (c) 

From Equation 4.27, the mean and variance of J3 is given by 

E{P) = - = Mp and Var(j3) = -^ = Vp. (4.28) 
d d 

Using the above relations, the values of the hyperparameters can be computed as follows: 

M B 

c = dxMH and d = — . (4.29) 

Now, we will use the maximum likelihood estimate of /?/ (2.599) and its estimated 

asymptotic variance (3.645566) in place of Mp and Vp in the above, and solve for c and 

d. We will repeat the process for (32, using the values of 0.75971 and 0.07446467 from 
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before. Then, the computed values of the hyperparameters for the prior distribution of /?/ 

are given by Cj = 1.852881, dj = 0.7129208. Similarly, the hyperparameters for the prior 

distribution of p2 are given by c2 = 7.750576, d2 = 10.20215. It is to be noted that, with 

these hyperparameter values, we failed to obtain satisfactory performance in simulating 

random data from the posterior distribution. Thus, we needed to adjust the values of 

hyperparameters by changing the assumed variances of fa and fa. Eventually, we settled 

on an assumed variance for fa equal to 0.00004 times its asymptotic variance and an 

assumed variance for fa equal to 0.06 times its asymptotic variance. The final values of 

these hyperparameters were computed as c/ = 46322.03, d\ = 17823.02, c2 = 129.1763 

and d2 = 170.0359. 

The algorithm to simulate random data from the joint posterior distribution (given in 

Equation 4.12) using the M H algorithm and Gibbs sampler is described below. For each 

parameter, we will use a proposal distribution that is the same as the prior. 

Algorithm 4.4: To simulate random data from the joint posterior distribution of a, 

0i, fa, 92 and fa given in Equation 4.12 

1. Set a(0), 0\0), p[0), 0 2

( o ) and fa2

0) as the starting values. 

• Generate one observation for a from the normal proposal distribution with mean 

-2 and standard deviation 0.5. 

• Compute r of the M H algorithm based on the specified proposal (jumping) 

distribution and posterior distribution using Equation 2.2. 
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Generate a uniformly distributed random number over the unit interval and denote 

it as p. If r > p, set a(l) equal to the proposal value. Otherwise, keep a(0) and set 

a ( 1 ) equal to a < 0 ) . 

Consider , 0\0), , 6><0) and/?2

<0) to be your starting values in step 2. 

Generate one observation for 0j from the Pareto proposal distribution as 

mentioned earlier. 

Compute r of the M H algorithm based on the specified proposal (jumping) 

distribution and posterior distribution using Equation 2.2. 

Generate a uniformly distributed random number over the unit interval and denote 

it as p. If r > p, set 0{

m equal to the proposal value. Otherwise, keep 0[Q), and set 

6>(l) equal to 0\O). 

Consider a m , , /?, ( 0 ), 0(

2

O) and pf] to be your starting values in step 3. 

Generate one observation for /?/ from the gamma proposal distribution as 

mentioned earlier. 

Compute r of the M H algorithm based on the specified proposal (jumping) 

distribution and posterior distribution using Equation 2.2. 

Generate a uniformly distributed random number over the unit interval and denote 

it as p. If r > p, set equal to the proposal value. Otherwise, keep /?, < 0 ), and set 

equal to /?, ( 0 ) . 

Consider am, 0X

], p[x) ,0(

2

O) and /?2

<0)to be your starting values in step 4. 

Generate one observation for 02 from the Pareto proposal distribution as 

mentioned earlier. 
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• Compute r of the M H algorithm based on the specified proposal (jumping) 

distribution and posterior distribution using Equation 2.2. 

• Generate a uniformly distributed random number over the unit interval and denote 

it as p. If r >p, set 92

l) equal to the proposal value. Otherwise, keep 92

0), and set 

6>2

(1) equal to 0(

2

O). 

5. Consider a0), <9,0), /?,(1),#2

(1) and /?2

(0)to be your starting values in step 5. 

• Generate one observation for fa from the gamma proposal distribution as 

mentioned earlier. 

• Compute r of the M H algorithm based on the specified proposal (jumping) 

distribution and posterior distribution using Equation 2.2. 

• Generate a uniformly distributed random number over the unit interval and denote 

it as p. If r > p, set /?2

(1) equal to the proposal value. Otherwise, keep /? 2

0 ) , and set 

/?2

(1) equal to fa2

0). 

6. Consider a m , 9[x), fax) ,6^ and fi2

]) to be your new set of initial values. Repeat 

steps 1 to 5 until the desired number of observations is obtained. 

Using the above Algorithm 4.4, we generated 5 sequences of numbers (2000 observations 

in each sequence) for each of a, 9], Pi, 92 and fa from the joint posterior distribution 

given in Equation 4.12. It is to be noted that we simulated 5,000 observations in each 

sequence but the final analysis is made based on the last 2,000 observations in each 

sequence. The histogram and time series plots for two sequences of simulated values of 

a, 9i, Pi, 62 and fa are presented in Figures 4.12 and Figure 4.13. In these figures, the 
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arrows indicate the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters. If we compare these 

figures with Figure 4.9 in Section 4.6.1, we observe that the independent priors and 

proposal distributions described above for 9h /?/, 92 and f32 give us more acceptable 

results than did the noninformative prior and joint multivariate normal proposal 

distributions. During the simulation, we computed the rejection rates associated with the 

simulation and they are presented in Table 4.7. It is apparent from the table that the 

rejection rates for 0, (73.9.2%) and 02 (61.35) are very high but for (0.95%), (32 

(16.3%) and a (5.68%), they can be considered as being reasonable. If we compare these 

rejection rates with the rejection rates in the previous section (where we used multivariate 

normal proposal distributions and noninformative priors for (9/, /?/, 62 and fi2), we observe 

that the rejection rates associated with 6/, and 92 are still high but the rejection rates 

associated with (3i and f32 are decreased remarkably. 

Table 4.7: Rejection rates from 2000 simulations in each sequence. 

Par. Seq.l Seq.2 Seq.3 Seq.4 Seq.5 Av.% 

a 97 101 113 117 140 5.68 

e, 1480 1482 1510 1461 1457 73.9 

Pi 21 17 18 23 16 0.95 

e 2 
1256 1220 1227 1206 1226 61.35 

h 325 322 325 352 306 16.3 

We also computed the estimated posterior means from each sequence and the results are 

presented in Table 4.4. The reader can compare these estimated posterior means with the 
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maximum likelihood estimates of a, 0/, Pi, 02 and p2 (#,= 36142.62, /?, = 2.599, 02-

803.47, p2 = 0.75971 and a =-2.017). 

Table 4.8: Marginal posterior means from 2000 simulations in each sequence. 

Par. Seq.l Seq.2 Seq.3 Seq.4 Seq.5 Av. 

a -2.007 -1.992 -1.994 -2.005 -2.002 -2.00 

e, 37329.359 37100.346 37145.173 36734.07 36537.732 36969.336 

Pi 2.5995 2.5991 2.5989 2.5984 2.5989 2.5989 

e 2 
807.933 844.779 845.901 828.150 810.854 827.523 

P2 0.75222 0.75801 0.7519 0.75632 0.75491 0.75467 
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Figure 4.12: Set of Histograms and time series plot for the marginal 
distributions of a, Oi, f3,, 02 and fi2 (sequencel). 
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Figure 4.13: Set of Histograms and time series plot for the marginal 
distributions of a, 6,, /?/, 62 and J32 (sequence 5). 
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For each simulated set of values for a, 6j, Pi, 62 and /??, we generated a predictive sample 

of size 25 from the bivariate Pareto distribution based on Algorithm 4.1. Then we 

computed the minimum, maximum and mean value for each sample. The histograms and 

dot plots for these values are presented in Figure 4.14 to Figure 4.17, respectively. The 

arrows in these figures indicate the minimums, maximums and means of the original loss 

and A L A E data values. The Bayesian p-values are presented in Table 4.9 to demonstrate 

the consistency of the predicted samples with the original one. Please note that X and Y 

in the table correspond to the loss and A L A E , respectively. The Bayesian p-values 

associated with the minimum of Y (0.5464), maximum of Y (0.7576), and average of Y 

(0.6618) are satisfactory, as are the values associated with the maximum of X (0.1750) 

and average of X (0.4042). The Bayesian p-value associated with the minimum of X 

(0.0772) is not as satisfactory. However, i f we compare these values with the values 

associated with Case 1 (Table 4.5) we observe that this model (Case 2) is at least as good 

as the preceding one. 

Table 4.9: Bayesian p-values from 2000 samples (25 observations in each sample). 

Stat. Seq.l Seq.2 Seq.3 Seq.4 Seq.5 Av. 

Min Xj 0.07607 0.07757 0.08908 0.07357 0.06957 0.07717 

Max Xj 0.17017 0.18718 0.16917 0.16667 0.18168 0.17497 

Min ^ 0.54044 0.55455 0.56807 0.54555 0.52352 0.54643 

Max ys 0.75475 0.75425 0.75726 0.76176 0.75976 0.75756 

Av. X i 0.40490 0.41592 0.41391 0.39489 0.39139 0.40420 

Av. Y i 0.64764 0.66917 0.66566 0.66466 0.66166 0.66176 



Figure 4.14: Histograms for the minimum, maximum and means from 2000 
simulated samples (25 observations in each sample), based on sequence 1. 
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Figure 4.15: Histograms for the minimum, maximum and means from 2000 
simulated samples (25 observations in each sample), based on sequence 5. 
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Figure 4.16: Scatter plots for the minimum, maximum and means from 2000 
simulated samples (25 observations in each sample). 
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Figure 4.17: Scatter plots for the minimum, maximum and means from 2000 
simulated samples (25 observations in each sample). 
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To check whether the distributions of a, 9t, Pi, 92 and p\ converge to the true marginal 

posterior distributions or not, we generated 5 sequences of random numbers for each of 

these parameters (2000 observations in each sequence). Finally, using Equations 2.3 to 

2.6 we computed within variance, between variance, the weighted average estimate of the 

marginal posterior variance, and hence -JR , respectively, for each of the five parameters 

of interest. The results are summarized in Table 4.10 and we observe that the computed 

values of -JR for each of the five parameters (a, 9i, Pi, 92 and p2) are very close to 1. 

The results indicate that the generated sample adequately represents the marginal 

posterior distribution for all of these five parameters. 

Table 4.10: Variances and *J~R based on 5 different sequences, 

2000 observations in each sequence. 

Par. W. Var. B. Var. Post. Var 

a 0.215270 0.086972 0.2152055 1.0000031 

e, 95742337.28 194645266.80 95791788.75 1.0002582 

P. 0.0001446 0.0002942 0.0001446 1.0002586 

e2 
121338.949 648756.330 121602.658 1.0010861 

P2 0.0041919 0.0090226 0.0041943 1.0002881 
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Chapter 5 

Concluding Remarks 

5.1 Summary and conclusion 

The general problem under consideration in this thesis was how to construct an 

n-dimensional probability distribution for use in statistical modeling. The specific 

objectives of our research were to: (1) construct copula based bivariate distributions with 

exponential and Pareto marginals; (2) develop a Bayesian estimation procedure for these 

models. 

Two main methods for specifying a family of copula are the Archimedean and the 

compounding approach. In Chapter 3 and 4 we used the Archimedean approach to 

construct bivariate exponential and Pareto distributions. Specifically, the Frank (Frank 

1979) and Clayton (Clayton 1978) copulas were our main point of interest. Using 

exponential and Pareto marginals we constructed four probability models based on 

Frank's and Clayton's copula. We also discussed a Bayesian estimation procedure for 

two models (i.e., the bivariate exponential and Pareto models based on Frank's copula). 

Finally, we included some checks of the adequacy of the fit of the model to the data and 

the plausibility of the model for the purposes for which the model was used. We 

summarized the algorithms to simulate random data from copula (Frank and Clayton) 

based bivariate exponential and Pareto distributions. It is to be noted that all analyses in 
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this thesis were performed using the statistical software S-PLUS 2000. The S-PLUS 

codes related to our analysis are presented in the Appendix. 

In Chapter 3, we discussed a Bayesian estimation procedure to estimate the parameters of 

the copula based (Frank) bivariate exponential model given in Equation 3.5 using 

simulated data. For this model, we assumed that a, 6, and 92 are independently 

distributed with a normal prior for a and independent gamma priors for both 6\ and 02. 

To determine the values of the hyperparameters we used an empirical Bayes procedure 

based on the method of moments. In Section 3.6 we simulated random data from the joint 

posterior distribution given in Equation 3.13 for each of these three parameters and 

estimated posterior means in order to compare these with the maximum likelihood 

estimates and known values of the model parameters. To apply the M H algorithm in 

order to simulate random draws from the joint posterior distribution, we used the same 

proposal distributions as priors for a, 6j and 02. From the results it was clear that the 

estimated posterior mean associated with 92 was very close to the true value of the 

parameter, but for a the posterior mean underestimated the true value by 10% and for 6i 

the posterior mean underestimated the true value of the parameter by 18.92%. When we 

compared those posterior means with the maximum likelihood estimates of a, 0i and 62, 

we observed that the Bayesian estimation procedure gave us approximately the same 

estimates, respectively, as the maximum likelihood estimation procedure in that instance. 

In Chapter 4, we discussed the Bayesian estimation procedure to estimate the parameters 

of the copula based (Frank) bivariate Pareto model given in Equation 4.5 using a loss and 
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allocated loss adjustment expense (ALAE) data set. For this model, it was very difficult 

to obtain a suitable joint prior distribution for the parameters of interest. We considered 

two prior density specifications for this model. Firstly, we assumed a normal prior for a, 

a noninformative prior for 6/, /?/, 62, fa, and prior independence between these 

parameters. Secondly, we assumed that 6j, Pi, 82, fa and a, are independently distributed 

with a normal prior for a, independent Pareto priors for both 9i and 62, and independent 

gamma priors for both /?/ and fa. 

Considering the first case, in Section 4.6.1, we simulated random data from the joint 

posterior distribution given in Equation 3.10 for each of these five parameters and 

estimated posterior means in order to compare these with the maximum likelihood 

estimates. To apply the M H algorithm for this purpose, we needed to specify proposal 

distributions for a, 0j, fa, 62 and fa. We used the same proposal distribution as prior for 

a. To take into account the correlation between 0/ and /?/, we used a multivariate normal 

proposal distribution for these parameters, centered at their maximum likelihood estimate 

with their corresponding covariance matrix. Similarly, we also used a multivariate normal 

proposal distribution for 02 and fa, centered at the maximum likelihood estimate with 

their corresponding covariance matrix. It is to be noted that the generated data failed to 

represent the shape of the marginal posterior distributions under consideration except for 

a and the rejection rates associated with 6\, Pi (67.2%) and 62, P2 (72.16%) were very 

high, but for a (5.16%) it was reasonable. The problem of the high rejection rates 

motivated us to consider other suitable proposal distributions or suitable prior 

distributions, or both, for these parameters. 
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Considering the second case, in Section 4.6.2, we simulated random data from the joint 

posterior distribution given in Equation 3.12 for each of these five parameters and 

estimated posterior means in order to compare these with the maximum likelihood 

estimates. For this purpose, we needed to specify the hyperparameters given in Equation 

4.11. For the first case, we have seen that the prior and proposal setup for a worked well 

in simulating random data from the joint posterior distribution. In this case, we used the 

same setup for a. That is, we assumed a normal prior distribution for a with mean equal 

to -2 and with a standard deviation equal to 0.5. For 9/, Pi, 92 and p2, we used the 

empirical Bayes procedure based on maximum likelihood estimates and their asymptotic 

variances to determine the hyperparameters required by the prior density specification for 

these parameters. For each parameter, we used a proposal distribution that is the same as 

the prior. We compared the results obtained from these two cases and observed that the 

independent priors and proposal distributions for 9/, Pi, 92 and p2 gave us more 

acceptable results than did the noninformative prior and joint multivariate normal 

proposal distributions. We also computed and compared these estimated posterior means 

with the maximum likelihood estimates of a, 9,, Pi, 92 and p2. From the results we 

observed that the Bayesian estimation procedure gave us fairly close estimates for all of 

these five parameters. 
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5.2 Possible extension 

In this thesis we studied a variety of copula based bivariate distributions numerically but 

we need to study the statistical properties of these models theoretically. In future, we can 

think to generalize these ideas for multivariate cases, where the number of correlated 

variables are more than two. 
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Appendices 

S-PLUS Codes for the Algorithms 
Discussed in this Thesis 

APPENDIX A 

A.l Relationship between p and a. 

Following S-PLUS codes are used to compute the values of Spearman's rank correlation 
coefficient p associated with a a (the association parameter of Frank's copula) using 
Equation 1.24, which is discussed in Section 1.3 and the results are presented in Table 1.1. 
This program also includes the command to produce Figure 1.1. 

dl <- function(t) {t/(exp(t)-l)} 
d2 <- function(t) {t**2/(exp(t)-l)} 

theta<-NULL 
alp<-seq(-40,40,.5) 
roth<-NULL 
n<-141 

for (i in 1 :n) 
{ 
if(alp[i]=0)roth[i]<-NA 
else 
I 
theta[i]<- exp(alp[i]) 
up<- -log(theta[i]) 
intl<-integrate(dl, lower = 0, upper =up) 
iv 1 <-int 1 $aux$area 
dlx<-ivl/up 
int2<-integrate(d2, lower = 0, upper =up) 
iv2<-int2 $ aux$ area 
d2x<-2*iv2/up**2 
roth[i]<- l-12*(d2x-dlx)/(-up) 
} 
\ 

plot(alp,roth, main-'Scatter plot of alpha versus rho") 
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APPENDIX B 

B.l Simulation of random data from copula based (Frank) bivariate 
exponential distribution. 

Following S-PLUS codes are use to simulate random data form the copula based (Frank) 
bivariate exponential model using Algorithm 3.1 and independent univariate exponential 
model, discussed in Section 3.3. This program also includes the codes to compute 
empirical quantiles presented in Table 3.1 and figures displayed in Figure 3.1 to 3.3. 

# Define a function to generate a random sample of size n from the copula based 
# (Frank) bivariate exponential model using Algorithm 3.1. 
datafrank<-function(n,th 1 ,th2,alp) 
{ 
ul<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
u2<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
cx<- -log(l-ul)/thl 
term<-u2*(exp(alp)-1 )/(exp(alp*u 1 )*( 1 -u2)+u2) 
u2n<- (l/alp)*log(l+term) 
cy<- -log(l-u2n)/th2 
return(cx,cy) 
} 

# Define a function to generate a random sample of size n from the univariate 
# exponential model given in Equation 3.1. 
expdata<-function(n,thl ,th2) 
{ 
u<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
v<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
x<- -log(l-u)/thl 
y<- -log(l-v)/th2 
return(x,y) 
} 

# Compute and compare the simulated data from marginal distribution and the 
# simulated data from copula based model. 
n<-10000 
thl<-0.005 
th2<-0.002 
alp<- 10 

ucxy<-expdata(n,thl ,th2) 
x<-ucxy$x 
y<-ucxy$y 
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cxy<-datafrank(n,thl ,th2,alp) 
xc<-cxy$cx 
yc<-cxy$cy 

corxy<-cor(xc, yc) 
rcorxy<-cor(rank(xc), rank(yc)) 

# Compute the empirical quantiles for the generated data set. 
qx<-quantile(x, probs = c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qy<-quantile(y, probs = c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qxc<-quantile(xc, probs = c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qyc<-quantile(yc, probs = c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qxy<-data.frame(qx, qxc, qy, qyc) 

# Perform the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 
ks.goffx, xc, alternative = "two.sided") 
ks.gof(y, yc, alternative = "two.sided") 

# Produce plots for the generated data set. 
par(mfrow=c(2,l)) 
qqplot(x, xc, plot = T, main="QQPlot of X versus XF") 
qqplot(y, yc, plot = T, main="QQPlot of Y versus YF") 

par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 
hist(x, density=TRUE, nclass=50, xlim=c(0,2200), ylim=c(0, 2400), main="Sim. data X 
from exponential marginal") 
histtxc, density=TRUE, nclass=50, xlim=c(0,2200), ylim=c(0, 2400), main="Sim. data 
X F from copula(F) based model") 
hist(y, density=TRUE, nclass=50, xlim=c(0,6000), ylim=c(0, 2200), main="Sim. data Y 
from exponential marginal") 
hist(yc, density=TRUE, nclass=50, xlim=c(0,6000), ylim=c(0, 2200), main="Sim. data 
Y F from copula(F) based model") 

par(mfrow=c(2,1)) 
plot(x, y, xlim=c(0, 2000), ylim=c(0, 6000), main="Plot of X versus Y (uncorrelated)") 
plot(xc, yc, xlim=c(0, 2000), ylim=c(0, 6000), main="Plot of X F versus Y F (correlated, 
F)") 
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B.2 Simulation of random data from copula based (Clayton) bivariate 
exponential distribution. 

Following S-PLUS codes are use to simulate random data form the copula based 
(Clayton) bivariate exponential model using Algorithm 3.2 and independent univariate 
exponential model, discussed in Section 3.3. This program also includes the code to 
compute empirical quantiles presented in Table 3.2 and figures displayed in Figure 3.4 to 
3.6. 

# Define a function to generate a random sample of size n from the copula based 
# (Clayton) bivariate exponential model using Algorithm 3.2. 
dataclayton<-function(n,thl,th2,alp) 
< 

ul<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
u2<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
cx<- -log(l-ul)/thl 
term<-(u 1 A ( 1 +alp)*u2)A(-alp/( 1 +alp))+( 1 -u 1 A(-alp)) 
u2n<- termA(-l/alp) 
cy<- -log(l-u2n)/th2 

return(cx,cy) 
} 

# Define a function to generate a random sample of size n from the univariate 
# exponential model given in Equation 3.1. 
expdata<-function(n,thl ,th2) 
{ 
u<-runif(n, min=0, max=T) 
v<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
x<- -log(l-u)/thl 
y<- -log(l-v)/th2 
return(x,y) 
} 

# Compute and compare the simulated data from marginal distribution and the 
# simulated data from copula based model. 
n<-10000 
thl<-0.005 
th2<-0.002 
alp<- 0.9 

ucxy<-expdata(n, thl, th2) 
x<-ucxy$x 
y<-ucxy$y 

cxy<-dataclayton(n, thl, th2, alp) 
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xc<-cxy$cx 
yc<-cxy$cy 
corxy<-cor(xc, yc) 
rcorxy<-cor(rank(xc), rank(yc)) 

# Compute the empirical quantiles for the generated data set. 
qx<-quantile(x, probs = c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qy<-quantile(y, probs = c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qxc<-quantile(xc, probs = c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qyc<-quantile(yc, probs = c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qxy<-data.frame(qx, qxc, qy, qyc) 

# Perform the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 
ks.gof(x, xc, alternative = "two.sided") 
ks.gof(y, yc, alternative = "two.sided") 

# Produce plots for the generated data set. 
par(mfrow=c(2, 1)) 
qqplottx, xc, plot = T, main="QQPlot of X versus XC") 
qqplot(y, yc, plot = T, main="QQPlot of Y versus YC") 

par(mfrow=c(2, 2)) 
hist(x, density=TRUE, nclass=50, xlim=c(0, 2200), ylim=c(0, 2400), main="Sim. data X 
from exponential marginal") 
hist(xc, density=TRUE, nclass=50, xlim=c(0, 2200), ylim=c(0, 2400), main="Sim. data 
X C from copula(C) based model") 

hist(y, density=TRUE, nclass=50, xlim=c(0,5000), ylim=c(0, 2200), main="Sim. data Y 
from exponential marginal") 
hist(yc, density=TRUE, nclass=50, xlim=c(0,5000), ylim=c(0, 2200), main="Sim. data 
Y C from copula(C) based model") 

par(mfrow=c(2,1)) 
plot(x,y, xlim=c(0, 2000), ylim=c(0,6000), main="Plot of X versus Y (uncorrelated)") 
plot(xc,yc, xlim=c(0, 2000), ylim=c(0,6000), main="Plot of X C versus Y C (correlated, 
C)") 
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B.3 Simulation of random data from the posterior distribution of 
copula based (Frank) bivariate exponential model and associated 
posterior predictive checks. 

Following S-PLUS codes are used to simulate random data form the posterior distribution 
of bivariate exponential model using Algorithm 3.3 and rejection rates for M H algorithm. 
These materials are discussed in Section 3.6 of Chapter 3. This program also includes the 
codes to generate predictive samples and figures displayed in Figure 3.9 to 3.14. 

# Define a function to generate a random sample of size n from the copula based 
# (Frank) bivariate exponential model using Algorithm 3.1. 
datafrank<-function(n, thl, th2, alp) 
{ 
ul<-runif(n, min-=0, max=l) 
u2<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
cx<- -log(l-ul)/thl 
term<-u2 * (exp(alp)-1 )/(exp(alp*u 1 )* (1 -u2)+u2) 
u2n<- (l/alp)*log(l+term) 
cy<- -log(l-u2n)/th2 
return(cx, cy) 
} 

# Generate a random sample from the copula (Frank) based bivariate exponential 
# distribution. 
no<-25 
xy<-datafrank(no, 0.5, 0.16, 5) 
x<-xy$cx 
y<-xy$cy 
corxy<-cor(x, y) 
rcorxy<-cor(rank(x), rank(y)) 

# Produce plot for the generated data. 
par(mfrow=c(2, 2)) 
hist(x, density=TRUE, nclass=5, main="Histogram of Original X data set") 
hist(y, density=TRUE, nclass=5, main-'Histogram of Original Y data set") 
plot(x,y, main-'Plot of X versus Y") 

# Set up a function to compute probabilities from the bivariate exponential 
# distribution. 
jpdf<- functionfx, y) 
{ 
thl<-0.5 
th2<-0.16 
alp<- 5 
ctxl<- exp(-fhl*x) 
ctx<-exp(alp*( 1 -ctx 1)) 
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ctyl <- exp(-th2*y) 
cty<-exp(alp*( 1 -cty 1)) 
eal<-exp(alp)-l 
11 n<-th 1 * ctx * ctx 1 * alp * th2 * cty* ctyl 
112d<-1 +(ctx-1 )* (cty-1 )/ea 1 
tld<-eal*tl2d 
t2n<-thl *ctx 1 *ctx*(cty-1 )*(ctx-1 )*alp*fh2*cty 1 *cty 
t2d<-(eal**2)*(tl2d**2) 
tl<-tln/tld 
t2<-t2n/t2d 
fxy<- t l -12 
return(fxy) 
} 

# Compute joint probabilities for some grids of points of X and Y and produce a 
# perspective plot for bivariate exponential model. 
xoc<-seq(0, 20, length=100) 
yoc<-seq(0, 60, length=100) 
pxy<-NULL 
for (i in xoc) 
{ 
ptemp<-jpdf(i, yoc) 
pxy<-rbind(pxy, ptemp) 
} ' 
persptxoc, yoc, pxy, zlab="Probability",zlim=c(0, 0.04, 0.01)) 
title(main=" Perspective plot for the Joint pdf of X and Y") 

# Define a function to compute the likelihood of observed data using the model given 
# in Equation 3.13. 
likelihood<- function(x, y, thl, th2, alp) 
{ 
ctxl<- exp(-fhl*x) 
ctx<-exp(alp* (1 -ctx 1)) 
ctyl<- exp(-th2*y) 
cty<-exp(alp*( 1 -cty 1)) 
eal<-exp(alp)-l 
11 n<-th 1 * ctx * ctx 1 * alp * th2 * cty * cty 1 
112d<-1 +(ctx-1 )* (cty-1 )/ea 1 
tld<-eal*tl2d 
t2n<-thl*ctxl*ctx*(cty-l)*(ctx-l)*alp*th2*ctyl*cty 
t2d<-(eal**2)*(tl2d**2) 
tl<-tln/tld 
t2<-t2n/t2d 
fxy<- t l -12 
pfxy<-prod(fxy) 
return(pfxy) 
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! 

# Compute the maximum likelihood estimates of Alpha, Thetal and Theta2. 
dxy<-data.frame(x, y) 
param(dxy,"thl")<-0.5 
param(dxy,"th2")<-0.16 
param(dxy,"alp")<-4.5 
mle.par<-ms(~ -log(likelihood(x, y, thl, th2, alp)), dxy, start=list(th 1=0.45, th2=0.3, 
alp=4.5), trace=T) 

# Compute the mean and variances of observed data. 
avx<-mean(x) 
vx<-var(x, unbiased=T) 
avy<-mean(y) 
vy<-var(y, unbiased=T) 

# Compute the hyperparameters given in Equation 3.12 using sample information. 
al<-2*vx/(vx-avx**2) 
bl<-avx*(al-l) 
a2<-2*vy/(vy-avy**2) 
b2<-avy*(a2-l) 

# Define a function to compute joint posterior probabilities using Equation 3.13. For 
# this purpose, use the likelihood function defined earlier, a normal prior 
# distribution for Alpha, a gamma prior distribution for Thetal, and a gamma prior 
# distribution for Theta2. 
postden<-function(thl, th2, alp) 
{ 
al<-22.85215 
bl<-56.86794 
a2<-15.36816 
b2<- 85.80428 
p<-likelihood( x, y, thl, th2, alp )*dgamma(fhl, a l , bl)*dgamma(th2, a2, b2)*dnorm(alp, 
mean=4.5, sd=l) 
return(p) 
} 

# Main program. 
# Simulate random data form the posterior distribution given in Equation 3.13 
# using MH algorithm and Gibbs sampler. Consider the proposal distributions same 
# as priors for Alpha, Thetal and Theta2. 
meanalp<-NULL 
meanthK-NULL 
meanth2<-NULL 

va.alp<-NULL 
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va.thl<-NULL 
va.th2<-NULL 

ns<-5 

# Set up a loop to produce multiple sequences of observations for Alpha, Thetal and 
# Theta2. 
for( j in 1 :ns) 
< 
minx<-NULL 
avx<-NULL 
maxx<-NULL 
miny<-NULL 
avy<-NULL 
maxy<-NULL 

n<- 1000 
minx[n]<-min(x) 
avx[n]<-mean(x) 
maxx[n]<-max(x) 
miny[n]<-min(y) 
avy[n]<-mean(y) 
maxy[n]<-max(y) 

reject.thK- 0 
reject.th2<- 0 
reject.alp<- 0 

tminx<-0 
tmaxx<-0 
tminy<-0 
tmaxy<-0 
tavx<-0 
tavy<-0 

shape.thl<-al 
rate.thl<-bl 
shape. th2<-a2 
rate.th2<-b2 
mean.alp<-4.5 
sd.alp<-l 

# Initialize and print arbitrary starting point for Alpha, Thetal and Theta2 in each 
# sequence. 
alp.old <- rnorm(l, mean.alp, sd.alp) 
thl.old<- rgamma(l, shape.thl, rate.thl) 
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th2.old<- rgamma(l, shape.th2, rate.th2) 

cat( "Starting point of alpha",alp.old,"\n", "Starting point of thetal ",thl.old,"\n", "Starting 
point of theta2",th2.old,"\n") 

nsamp <- n-1 
thl samp <-NTJLL 
th2samp <-NULL 
alpsamp <-NULL 
alpsamp[n]<- 4.5 
thlsamp[n]<- 0.5 
th2samp[n]<- 0.16 

# Set up a loop to repeat observations within a sequence and use Algorithm 3.3 
# to generate random data for the marginal posterior distribution of Alpha, Thetal 
# and Theta2. 
for ( i in 1 :nsamp ) 
{ 
# Generate one observation for Thetal from the conditional posterior distribution of 
# Thetal given Theta2 and Alpha. 
thl.prop <- rgamma(l, shape.thl, rate.thl) 
num.thl<- dgamma(thl.old, shape.thl, rate.thl) * postden(thl.prop, th2.old, alp.old ) 
den.thl<- dgamma(thl.prop, shape.thl, rate.thl) * postden( thl.old, th2.old, alp.old ) 
r.thl<-num.thl/den.thl 
acc.prob.thK- min( 1, r.thl ) 
bern.thl<- runif(l) < acc.prob.thl 
thl.old<-bern.thl* thl.prop + (1 - bern.thl) * thl.old 
thlsamp[i] <- thl.old 
reject.thK-reject.thl + 1 - bern.thl 

# Generate one observation for Theta2 from the conditional posterior distribution of 
# Theta2 given Thetal and Alpha. 
th2.prop <- rgamma(l, shape.th2, rate.th2) 
num.th2<- dgamma(th2.old, shape.th2, rate.th2) * postden(thl.old, th2.prop, alp.old ) 
den.th2<- dgamma(th2.prop, shape.th2, rate.th2) * postden( thl.old, th2.old, alp.old ) 
r.th2<-num.th2/den.th2 
acc.prob.th2<- min( 1, r.th2 ) 
bern.th2<- runif(l) < acc.prob.th2 
th2.old<-bern.th2 * th2.prop + (1 - bern.th2 ) * th2.old 
th2samp[i] <- th2.old 
reject.th2<- reject.th2 + 1 - bern.th2 

# Generate one observation for Alpha from the conditional posterior distribution of 
# Alpha given Thetal and Theta2. 
alp.prop <- rnorm(l, mean.alp, sd.alp) 
num.alp<-dnorm(alp.old, mean.alp, sd.alp) * postden(thl.old, th2.old, alp.prop) 

http://acc.prob.th2
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den.alp<-dnorm(alp.prop, mean.alp, sd.alp) * postden( thl.old, th2.old, alp.old) 
r.alp<-num. alp/den. alp 
acc.prob.alp<- min( 1, r.alp ) 
bern.alp<- runif(l) < acc.prob.alp 
alp.old<-bern.alp * alp.prop + (1 - bern.alp ) * alp.old 
alpsamp[i] <- alp.old 
reject.alp<- reject.alp + 1 - bern.alp 

# Generate a predictive sample of size 25 from the bivariate exponential distribution 
# using the generated values of Alpha Thetal and Theta2 and compute minimum, 
# maximum and mean of the sample. 
pxy<-datafrank(no,thl.old,th2.old,alp.old) 
minx[i]<-min(pxy$cx) 
avx[i]<-mean(pxy$cx) 
maxx[i]<-max(pxy$cx) 
miny[i]<-min(pxy$cy) 
avy[i]<-mean(pxy$cy) 
maxy[i]<-max(pxy$cy) 

# Count the number such that the minimum, maximum and mean of predictive 
# sample is larger than the minimum, maximum and mean of original sample to 
# compute the Bayesian p values. 
iminx<- minx[i]>=minx[n] 
tminx<-tminx+iminx 
imaxx<- maxx[i]>=maxx[n] 
tmaxx<-tmaxx+imaxx 
iminy<- miny[i]>-=miny[n] 
tminy<-tminy+iminy 
imaxy<- maxy[i]>=maxy[n] 
tmaxy<-tmaxy+imaxy 
iavx<- avx[i]>=avx[n] 
tavx<-tavx+iavx 
iavy<- avy[i]>=avy[n] 
tavy<-tavy+iavy 
} 

# Print the number of times for which Alpha, Thetal and Theta2 are rejected to 
# compute the rejection rates of MH algorithm. 
cat( " Alpha rejected",reject.alp,"\n" ,"Thetal rejected",reject.thl,"\n" , "Theta2 
rejected",reject.th2,"\n" ) 

# Compute and print the p-values to check the consistency of the predicted sample 
# to the original data. 
pminx<- tminx/nsamp 
pmaxx<- tmaxx/nsamp 
pminy<- tminy/nsamp 
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pmaxy<- tmaxy/nsamp 
pavx<- tavx/nsamp 
pavy<- tavy/nsamp 

cat( " P value for Min of X =", pminx,"\n"," P value for Max of X =", pmaxx,"\n"," P 
value for Min of Y =", pminy,"\n"," P value for Max of Y =", pmaxy,"\n"," P value for 
Mean of X =", pavx,"\n"," P value for Mean of Y =", pavy,"\n") 

# Compute and print the means and variances of Alpha Thetal and Theta2 for j th 
# sequence. 
meanalp fj ] <-mean(alpsamp) 
meanthl fj]<-mean(thl samp) 
meanfh2 [j ] <-mean(th2samp) 

cat(" Mean of alpha =",meanalp[j],"\n","Mean of Thetal =",meanthl[j],"\n","Mean of 
Theta2 =",meanth2[j],"\n") 

va.alpfj]<-var(alpsamp, unbiased=T) 
va.thl fj]<-var(thl samp, unbiased=T) 
va.th2fj]<-var(th2samp, unbiased=T) 

# Construct histograms for the shape of the marginal distribution of Thetal, Theta2 
# and Alpha. 
par(mfrow=c(3, 2)) 
hist(thlsamp, density=TRUE, nclass=10, main="Marginal distribution of Thetal") 
arrows(th 1 samp [n] ,0,th 1 samp [n] ,n/ 6) 
plot(thlsamp,type="l" , main-Time series plot of simulated Thetal") 

hist(fh2samp, density=TRUE, nclass=10, main="Marginal distribution of Theta2") 
arrows(th2samp[n],0,th2samp[n],n/6) 
plot(th2samp,type="l" , main="Time series plot of simulated Theta2") 

hist(alpsamp, density=TRUE, nclass=10, main="Marginal distribution of alpha") 
arrows(alpsamp[n],0,alpsamp[n],n/6) 
plot(alpsamp,type="l" , main-Time series plot of simulated alpha") 

# Construct histograms for the shape of the distribution of minimum, maximum and 
# mean of the predictive samples. 
par(mfrow=c(3,2)) 
hist(minx, nclass=10, main-'Minimum of predictive samples of x") 
arrows(minx [n] ,0,minx [n] ,n/5) 
hist(miny, nclass=10, main="Minimum of predictive samples of y") 
arrows(miny[n] ,0,miny[n] ,n/5) 

hist(maxx, nclass=10, main="Maximum of predictive samples of x") 
arrows(maxx[n],0,maxx[n],n/5) 
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hist(maxy, nclass=10, main="Maximum of predictive samples of y") 
arrows(maxy[n] ,0,maxy [n] ,n/5) 
hist(avx, nclass=10, main=" Average of predictive samples of x") 
arrows(avx[n],0,avx[n],n/5) 
hist(avy, nclass=10, main=" Average of predictive samples of y") 
arrows(avy[n],0,avy[n],n/5) 

# Construct time series plots for minimum, maximum and mean of the predictive 
# samples. 
par(mfrow=c(3,2)) 
plot(minx) 
arrows(0,minx[n],n,minx[n]) 
plot(miny) 
arrows(0,miny[n],n,miny[n]) 
plot(maxx) 
arrows(0,maxx[n] ,n,maxx[n]) 
plot(maxy) 
arrows(0,maxy[n],n,maxy[n]) 
plot(avx) 
arrows(0,avx[n],n,avx[n]) 
plot(avy) 
arrows(0,avy[n],n,avy[n]) 
> 

# Compute and print the within variances of Alpha Thetal and Theta2. 
wva.alp<-mean(va.alp) 
wva.thl<-mean(va.thl) 
wva.th2<-mean(va.th2) 

cat(" Within Variance of alpha =",wva.alp,"\n","Within Variance of Thetal- ' 
,wva.thl,"\n","Within Variance of Theta2 =",wva.th2,"\n") 

# Compute and print the between variances of Alpha Thetal and Theta2. 
bva.alp<-var(meanalp, unbiased=T)*n 
bva.thl<-var(meanthl, unbiased=T)*n 
bva.th2<-var(meanth2, unbiased=T)*n 

cat(" Bet.Var of alpha =",bva.alp,"\n","Bet.Var of Thetal= ",bva.thl,"\n","Bet.Var of 
Theta2 =",bva.th2,"\n") 

# Compute and print the posterior variances of Alpha Thetal and Theta2. 
postvar. alp<-((n-1 )* wva. alp+bva. alp)/n 
postvar.th 1 <-((n-1 )*wva.th 1 +bva.th 1 )/n 
postvar.th2<-((n-l)*wva.th2+bva.th2)/n 
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cat( " Posterior Variance of alpha =" ,postvar.alp,"\n", " Posterior Variance of Thetal- ' 
,postvar.thl,"\n", " Posterior Variance of Theta2=" ,postvar.th2) 

# Compute and print the square root of R for Alpha Thetal and Theta2 to check the 
# convergance in iteration. 
sqr.alp<-sqrt(postvar.alp/wva.alp) 
sqr.thl<-sqrt(postvar.thl/wva.thl) 
sqr.th2<-sqrt(postvar.th2/wva.th2) 

cat(" Square root of R for alpha =" ,sqr.alp,"\n"," Square root of R for Thetal- ' 
,sqr.thl,"\n", " Square root of R for Theta2=" ,sqr.th2) 
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APPENDIX C 

C.l Simulation of random data from copula based (Frank) bivariate 
Pareto distribution. 

Following S-PLUS codes are use to simulate random data form the copula based (Frank) 
bivariate Pareto model using Algorithm 4.1 and independent univariate Pareto model, 
discussed in Section 4.3. This program also includes the code to compute empirical 
quantiles presented in Table 4.1 and figures displayed in Figure 4.1 to 4.3. 

# Define a function to generate a random sample of size n from the copula based 
# (Frank) bivariate Pareto model using Algorithm 4.1. 
datafrank<-function(n, thl , betl, th2, bet2, alp) 
{ 
ul<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
u2<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
cx<- thl*((l/(l-ul))A(l/betl)-l) 
term<-u2 * (exp(alp)-1 )/(exp(alp* u 1 )* (1 -u2)+u2) 
u2n<- (l/alp)*log(l+term) 
cy<- th2 * ((1 /(1 -u2n))A( 1 /bet2)-1) 
return(cx, cy) 
} 

# Define a function to generate a random sample of size n from the univariate 
# Pareto model given in Equation 4.1. 
paretodata<-function(n, thl, betl, th2, bet2) 
{ 
u<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
v<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
x<- thl*((l/(l-u))A(l/betl)-l) 
y<- th2*((l/(l-v))A(l/bet2)-l) 
return(x, y) 
} 

# Compute and compare the simulated data from marginal distribution and the 
# simulated data from copula based model. 
n<-10000 
thl<-36000 
betl<-2500 
th2<-800 
bet2<-10 
alp<--10 

ucxy<-paretodata(n, thl, betl, th2, bet2) 
x<-ucxy$x 
y<-ucxy$y 
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cxy<-datafrank(n, thl, betl, th2, bet2, alp) 
xc<-cxy$cx 
yc<-cxy$cy 
corxy<-cor(xc, yc) 
rcorxy<-cor(rank(xc), rank(yc)) 

# Compute the empirical quantiles for the generated data set. 
qx<-quantile(x, probs = c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qy<-quantile(y, probs = c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qxc<-quantile(xc, probs - c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qyc<-quantile(yc, probs = c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qxy<-data.frame(qx, qxc, qy, qyc) 

# Perform the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 
ks.gof(x, xc, alternative = "two.sided") 
ks.gof(y, yc, alternative = "two.sided") 

# Produce plots for the generated data set. 
par(mfrow=c(2, 1)) 
qqplot(x, xc, plot = T, main-'QQPlot of X versus XF") 
qqplot(y, yc, plot = T, main="QQPlot of Y versus YF") 

par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 
histfx, density=TRUE, nclass=50, xlim=c(0, 140), ylim=c(0, 1300), main="Sim. dataX 
from pareto marginal") 
hist(xc, density=TRUE, nclass=50, xlim=c(0, 140), ylim=c(0, 1300), main="Sim. data 
XF from copula(F) based model") 
hist(y, density=TRUE, nclass=50, xlim=c(0, 1400), ylim=c(0, 2200), main="Sim. data Y 
from pareto marginal") 
hist(yc, density=TRUE, nclass=50, xlim=c(0, 1400), ylim=c(0, 2200), main="Sim. data 
Y F from copula(F) based model") 

par(mfrow=c(2, 1)) 
plot(x,y, xlim=c(0, 140), ylim=c(0, 1500), main="Plot of X versus Y (uncorrelated)") 
plot(xc,yc, xlim=c(0, 140), ylim=c(0, 1500), main="Plot of X F versus Y F (correlated, 
F)") 
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C.2 Simulation of random data from copula based (Clayton) bivariate 
Pareto distribution. 

Following S-PLUS codes are use to simulate random data form the copula based 
(Clayton) bivariate Pareto model using Algorithm 4.2 and independent univariate Pareto 
model, discussed in Section 4.3. This program also includes the codes to compute 
empirical quantiles presented in Table 4.2 and figures displayed in Figure 4.4 to 4.6. 

# Define a function to generate a random sample of size n from the copula based 
# (Clayton) bivariate Pareto model using Algorithm 4.2. 
dataclayton<-function(n, thl, betl, th2, bet2, alp) 
{ 
ul<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
u2<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
cx<- thl*((l/(l-ul))A(l/betl)-l) 
term<-(u 1 A ( 1 +alp)*u2)A(-alp/( 1 +alp))+( 1 -u 1 A(-alp)) 
u2n<- termA(-l/alp) 
cy<- th2 * ((1 /(1 -u2n))A( 1 /bet2)-1) 
return(cx, cy) 
} 

# Define a function to generate a random sample of size n from the univariate 
# Pareto model given in Equation 4.1. 
paretodata<-function(n, thl, betl, th2, bet2) 
{ 
u<-runif(n, min=0, max=T) 
v<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
x<- th 1 *(( 1 /(1 -u))A( 1 /bet 1)-1) 
y<- th2*((l/(l-v))A(l/bet2)-l) 
return(x, y) 
} 

# Compute and compare the simulated data from marginal distribution and the 
# simulated data from copula based model. 
n<-10000 
thl<-36000 
betl<-2500 
th2<-800 
bet2<-10 
alp<- 5 

ucxy<-paretodata(n, thl, betl, th2, bet2) 
x<-ucxy$x 
y<-ucxy$y 

cxy<-dataclayton(n, thl, betl, th2, bet2, alp) 
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xc<-cxy$cx 
yc<-cxy$cy 
corxy<-cor(xc, yc) 
rcorxy<-cor(rank(xc), rank(yc)) 

# Compute the empirical quantiles for the generated data set. 
qx<-quantile(x, probs = c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qy<-quantile(y, probs = c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qxc<-quantile(xc, probs = c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qyc<-quantile(yc, probs = c(0.01, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.99)) 
qxy<-data.frame(qx, qxc, qy, qyc) 

# Perform the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 
ks.gof(x, xc, alternative = "two.sided") 
ks.gof(y, yc, alternative = "two.sided") 

# Produce plots for the generated data set. 
par(mfrow=c(2, 1)) 
qqplot(x, xc, plot = T, main="QQPlot of X versus XC") 
qqplot(y, yc, plot = T, main="QQPlot of Y versus YC") 

par(mfrow=c(2, 2)) 
hist(x, density=TRUE, nclass=100, xlim=c(0, 150), ylim=c(0, 1400), main="Sim. dataX 
from pareto marginal") 
histfxc, density=TRUE, nclass=100, xlim=c(0, 150), ylim=c(0, 1400), main="Sim. data 
X C from copula(C) based model") 

hist(y, density=TRUE, nclass=100, xlim=c(0, 2400), ylim=c(0, 2200), main="Sim. data 
Y from pareto marginal") 
hist(yc, density=TRUE, nclass=100, xlim=c(0, 2400), ylim=c(0, 2200), main="Sim. data 
Y C from copula(C) based model") 

par(mfrow=c(2, 1)) 
plot(x,y, xlim=c(0, 150), ylim=c(0, 2400), main="Plot of X versus Y (uncorrelated)") 
plot(xc,yc, xlim=c(0, 150), ylim=c(0, 2400), main-'Plot of X C versus Y C (correlated, 
C)") 
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C.3 Simulation of random data from the posterior distribution of 
copula based (Frank) bivariate Pareto model and associated 
posterior predictive checks. 

Following S-PLUS codes are used to simulate random data form the posterior distribution 
of bivariate Pareto model using Algorithm 4.4 and rejection rates for M H algorithm. 
These materials are discussed in Section 4.6.2 of Chapter 4. This program also includes 
the codes to generate predictive samples and figures displayed in Figure 4.12 to 4.17. 

# Initialize the Loss and ALAE data to X and Y respectively as presented in Section 
# 4.4 and plot the data. 
attach(loss) 
x<-loss$Loss 
y<-loss$ALAE 

par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 
hist(x, density=TRUE, nclass=5, main-'Histogram of Loss data") 
hist(y, density=TRUE, nclass=5, main-'Histogram of A L A E data") 
plot(loss$Loss,loss$ALAE, main="Scatter plot of Loss versus A L A E " ) 

# Define a function to generate a predictive random sample of size 25 from the 
# copula based (Frank) bivariate Pareto model using Algorithm 4.1. 
data<-function(thl, betl, th2, bet2, alp) 
{ 
px<-NULL 
py<-NULL 
for(i in 1:25) 
{ 
ul<-runif(l, min=0, max=l) 
u2<-runif(l, min=0, max=l) 
px[i]<-thl*((l/(l-ul))A(l/betl)-l) 
term<-u2*(exp(alp)-l)/(exp(alp*ul)*(l-u2)+u2) 
u2n<- (l/alp)*log(l+term) 
py[i]<- th2*((1 /(1 -u2n))A( 1 /bet2> 1)} 
return(px,py) 
} 

# Set up a function to generate a random sample of size n from the univariate Pareto 
# distribution given in Equation 4.1. 
rpareto<-function(n, theta, beta) 
{ 
u<-runif(n, min=0, max=l) 
par<- theta* ((1/(1 -u))A( 1 /beta)-1) 
return(par) 
} 
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# Set up a function to compute the probabilities of from the univariate Pareto 
# distribution given in Equation 4.1. 
dpareto<-function(x, theta, beta) 
{ 
px<- beta*thetaAbeta/(x+theta)A(beta+l) 
return(px) 
} 

# Define a function to compute the likelihood of observed data using Equation 4.5. 
likelihood<- function(x, y, thl, betl, th2, bet2, alp) 
< 
txl<- 1+x/thl 
tx2<- txlA(-betl) 
tx3<-l-tx2 
tx4<- exp(alp*tx3) 
tx5<-tx4-l 
tyl<- l+y/th2 
ty2<- tylA(-bet2) 
ty3<-l-ty2 
ty4<- exp(alp*ty3) 
ty5<-ty4-l 
al<-exp(alp)-l 
tln<4x2*betl*tx4*alp*ty2*bet2*ty4 
tl2d<-l+tx5*ty5/al 
tld<-thl *txl *fh2*tyl *al*tl2d 
t2n<-tx2*betl*tx4*ty5*tx5*alp*ty2*bet2*ty4 
t2d<-thl *tx 1*alA2*t12dA2*fh2*tyl 
tl<-tln/tld 
t2<-t2n/t2d 
fxy<- t l -12 
pfxy<-prod(fxy) 
return (pfxy) 
} 

# Compute the maximum likelihood estimates of Alpha, Thetal, Betal, Theta2 and 
# Beta2. 
dxy<-data.frame(x, y) 
param(dxy,"thl")<-36141 
param(dxy,"betl")<-2.599 
param(dxy,"th2")<-803.84 
param(dxy,"bet2")<-0.7599 
param(dxy,"alp")<- -2 

mle.par<-ms(~ -log(likelihood(x,y,thl,betl,th2,bet2,alp)),dxy, start=list(thl =35000, 
betl=2.5,th2=800, bet2=l,alp= -1.5),trace=T) 



# Define a function to compute the joint probabilities from the bivariate Pareto 
# distribution given in Equation 4.5. Use maximum likelihood estimates for the 
# parameters. 
jpdf<- function(x, y) 
{ 
thl<-36142.62 
betl<-2.56 
th2<-803.47 
bet2<-0.7597 
alp<- -2.017 

txl<- 1+x/thl 
tx2<- txlA(-betl) 
tx3<-l-tx2 
tx4<- exp(alp*tx3) 
tx5<-tx4-l 

tyl<- l+y/th2 
ty2<-tylA(-bet2) 
ty3<-l-ty2 
ty4<- exp(alp*ty3) 
ty5<-ty4-l 

al<-exp(alp)-l 

Un<-tx2*betl*tx4*alp*ty2*bet2*ty4 
tl2d<-l+tx5*ty5/al 
tld<-thl*txl*th2*tyl*al*tl2d 
t2n<-tx2*betl*tx4*ty5*tx5*alp*ty2*bet2*ty4 
t2d<-thl *tx 1 *al A2*t 12dA2*th2*ty 1 
tl<-tln/tld 
t2<-t2n/t2d 
fxy<- t l -12 
return(fxy) 
} 

# Compute joint probabilities for some grids of points of X and Y to prepare a 
# perspective plot. 
xoc<-seq(0,200000,length=100) 
yoc<-seq(0,40000,length=100) 
pxy<-NULL 
for (i in xoc) 
{ 
ptemp<-jpdf(i, yoc) 
pxy<-rbind(pxy,ptemp) 
} ' 
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persp(xoc,yoc,pxy,zlab="Probability") 
title(main=" perspective plot for the Joint pdf of X and Y") 
# Compute the adjusted hyperparameters using Equation 4.23 and 4.26 based on 
# the maximum likelihood estimates of Thetal, Betal and Theta2, Beta2 and their 
# corresponding asymptotic variances. 
mtK-36142.62 
vtl<-l.5*1247523814.86 
mbl<-2.599 
vbl<-0.00004*3.645566 
mt2<-803.47 
vt2<-3*302569.4703 
mb2<-0.7597 
vb2<-0.06*0.07446467 
bl<-2*vtl/(vtl-mtlA2) 
al<-mtl*(bl-l) 
dl<-mbl/vbl 
cl<-dl*mbl 
b2<-2*vt2/(vt2-mt2A2) 
a2<-mf2*(b2-l) 
d2<-mb2/vb2 
c2<-d2*mb2 
mean.alp<- -2 
sd.alp<- 0.5 

# Define a function to compute joint posterior probabilities using Equation 4.12. For 
# this purpose, use the likelihood function defined earlier, a normal prior 
# distribution for alpha, a Pareto prior distribution for both Thetal and Theta2, 
# and a gamma prior distribution for both Betal and Beta2. 
postden<-function(thl, betl, th2, bet2, alp) 
{ 
al<- 203268.2 
bl<- 6.624 
cK-46322.03 
dl<-17823.02 
a2<- 4760.77 
b2<- 6.925 
c2<-129.1763 
d2<-l 70.0359 
mean.alp<- -2 
sd.alp<-0.5 

p<-likelihood(thl, betl, th2, bet2, alp )*dnorm(alp, mean.alp, sd.alp)* dpareto(thl, a l , 
bl)* dpareto(th2, a2, b2)* dgamma(betl, c l , dl)* dgamma(bet2, c2, d2) 
return(p) 
} 
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# Main program. 
# Simulate random data form the posterior distribution given in Equation 4.12 
# using MH algorithm and Gibbs sampler. Consider the proposal distributions same 
# as priors for Alpha, Thetal, Betal, Theta2 and Beta2. 
meanalp<-NULL 
meanthK-NULL 
meanbetK-NULL 
meanth2<-NULL 
meanbet2<-NULL 

va.alp<-NULL 
va . thK-NULL 
va.betl<-NULL 
va.th2<-NULL 
va.bet2<-NULL 

ns<-5 

# Set up a loop for multiple sequences. 
for( j in 1 :ns) 
{ 
minx<-NULL 
avx<-NULL 
maxx<-NULL 
miny<-NULL 
avy<-NULL 
maxy<-NULL 

n<-2000 
minx[n]<-min(x) 
avx[n]<-mean(x) 
maxx[n]<-max(x) 
miny[n]<-min(y) 
avy [n] <-mean(y) 
maxy[n]<-max(y) 

reject.alp<- 0 
reject.thK- 0 
reject.betl<- 0 
reject.th2<- 0 
reject.bet2<- 0 

tminx<-0 
tmaxx<-0 
tminy<-0 
tmaxy<-0 
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tavx<-0 
tavy<-0 

# Initialize and print arbitrary starting point for Alpha, Thetal and Theta2 in j th 
# sequence. 
alp.old <- rnorm(l, mean.alp, sd.alp) 
thl.old<- rpareto(l, a l , bl) 
betl.old<- rgamma(cl, dl) 
th2.old<- rpareto(l, a2, b2) 
bet2.old<- rgamma(l, c2, d2) 

cat( "Starting point of Alpha",alp.old,"\n", "Starting point of Thetal " t h l . old, "\n", 
"Starting point of Betal ",betl.old,"\n","Starting point of Theta2",th2.old, "\n", "Starting 
point of beta2",Bet2.old,"\n") 

alpsamp <-NULL 
thl samp <-NULL 
betl samp <-NULL 
th2samp <-NULL 
bet2samp <-NULL 

alpsamp[l]<-alp.old 
thlsamp[l]<-thl.old 
bet 1 samp [ 1 ] <-bet 1 .old 
th2samp[l]<-th2.old 
bet2samp[ 1 ]<-bet2.old 

nsamp <- n-2 

alpsamp[n]<- -2 
thlsamp[n]<-36141.4 
betlsamp[n]<-2.6 
th2samp[n]<-803.8 
bet2samp[n]<-0.76 

# Set up a loop for repeating observations within a sequence and use Algorithm 4.4 
# to generate random data for Alpha, Thetal, Betal, Theta2 and Beta2 from the 
# joint posterior distribution given in Equation 4.12. 
for ( i in 1 :nsamp ) 
{ 
# Generate one observation for Thetal from the conditional posterior distribution of 
# Thetal given Betal, Theta2, Beta2 and Alpha. 
thl.prop <- rpareto(l, a l , bl) 
num.thK- dpareto(thl.old, a l , bl)*postden(thl .prop, betl.old, th2.old, bet2.old, alp.old ) 
den.thK- dpareto(thl.prop, a l , bl)*postden( thl.old, betl.old, th2.old, bet2.old, alp.old ) 
r.thK-num.thl/den.thl 
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acc.prob.thl<- min( 1, r.thl ) 
bern.thl<- runif(l) < acc.prob.thl 
thl.old<-bern.thl* thl.prop + (1 - bern.thl) * thl.old 
thlsamp[i+l] <- thl.old 
reject.thl<- reject.thl + 1 - bern.thl 

# Generate one observation for Betal from the conditional posterior distribution of 
# Betal given Thetal, Theta2, Beta2 and Alpha. 
betl.prop <- rgamma(l, c l , dl) 
num.betl<- dgammafbetl.old, c l , dl) * postden(thl.old, betl.prop, th2.old, bet2.old, 
alp.old) 
den.betl<- dgamma(betl.prop, c l , dl) * postden( thl.old, betl.old, th2.old, bet2.old, 
alp.old ) 
r.betl<-num.betl/den.betl 
acc.prob.betl<- min( 1, r.betl ) 
bern.betl<- runif(l) < acc.prob.betl 
betl.old<-bern.betl* betl.prop + (1 - bern.betl) * betl.old 
betlsamp[i+l] <- betl.old 
reject.betl<- reject.betl + 1 - bern.betl 

# Generate one observation for Theta2 from the conditional posterior distribution of 
# Theta2 given Thetal, Betal, Beta2 and Alpha. 
th2.prop <- rpareto(l, a2, b2) 
num.th2<- dpareto(th2.old, a2, b2)*postden(thl.old, betl.old, th2.prop, bet2.old, alp.old ) 
den.th2<- dpareto(th2.prop, a2, b2)*postden( thl.old, betl.old, th2.old, bet2.old, alp.old ) 
r. th2<-num. th2/den. th2 
acc.prob.th2<- min(l, r.th2 ) 
bern.th2<- runif(l) < acc.prob.th2  
th2.old<-bern.th2* th2.prop + (1 - bern.th2) * th2.old 
th2samp[i+l] <- th2.old 
reject.th2<- reject.th2 + 1 - bern.th2 

# Generate one observation for Beta2 from the conditional posterior distribution of 
# Beta2 given Thetal, Betal, Theta2 and Alpha. 
bet2.prop <- rgamma(l, c2, d2) 
num.bet2<- dgamma(bet2.old, c2, d2) * postden(thl.old, betl.old, th2.old, bet2.prop, 
alp.old ) 
den.bet2<- dgamma(bet2.prop, c2, d2) * postden( thl.old, betl.old, th2.old, bet2.old, 
alp.old ) 
r.bet2<-num.bet2/den.bet2 
acc.prob.bet2<- min( 1, r.bet2 ) 
bern.bet2<- runif(l) < acc.prob.bet2 
bet2.old<-bern.bet2 * bet2.prop + (1 - bern.bet2 ) * bet2.old 
bet2samp[i+l] <- bet2.old 
reject.bet2<- reject.bet2 + 1 - bern.bet2 

http://acc.prob.th2
http://acc.prob.bet2
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# Generate one observation for Alpha from the conditional posterior distribution of 
# Alpha given Thetal, Betal, Theta2 and Beta2. 
alp.prop <- rnorm(l, mean.alp, sd.alp) 
num.alp<-dnorm(alp.old, mean.alp, sd.alp) * postden(thl.old,betl.old, th2.old, bet2.old, 
alp.prop) 
den.alp<-dnorm(alp.prop, mean.alp, sd.alp) * postden( thl.old, betl.old,th2.old, bet2.old, 
alp.old) 
r. alp<-num. alp/den. alp 
acc.prob.alp<- min( 1, r.alp ) 
bern.alp<- runif(l) < acc.prob.alp 
alp.old<-bern.alp * alp.prop + (1 - bern.alp ) * alp.old 
alpsamp[i+l] <- alp.old 
reject.alp<- reject.alp + 1 - bern.alp 

# Generate a predictive sample of size 25 from the bivariate Pareto distribution 
# using the generated values of Alpha, Thetal, Betal, Theta2 and Beta2. Also 
# compute minimum, maximum and mean of the predictive sample. 
pxy<-data(thl .old,betl .old,th2.old,bet2.old,alp.old) 
minx[i]<-min(pxy$px) 
avx[i]<-mean(pxy$px) 
maxx[i]<-max(pxy$px) 
miny[i]<-min(pxy$py) 
avy[i]<-mean(pxy$py) 
maxy[i]<-max(pxy$py) 

# Count the number such that the minimum, maximum and mean of predictive 
# sample is larger than the minimum, maximum and mean of original sample to 
# compute the Bayesian p-values. 
iminx<- minx[i]>=minx[n] 
tminx<-tminx+iminx 
imaxx<- maxx[i]>=maxx[n] 
tmaxx<-tmaxx+imaxx 
iminy<- miny[i]>=miny[n] 
tminy<-tminy+iminy 
imaxy<- maxy[i]>=maxy[n] 
tmaxy<-tmaxy+imaxy 
iavx<- avx[i]>=avx[n] 
tavx<-tavx+iavx 
iavy<- avy[i]>=avy[n] 
tavy<-tavy+iavy 
} 
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# Print the number of times for which Alpha, Thetal, Betal, Theta2 and Beta2 are 
# rejected to compute the rejection rate of MH algorithm. 
cat( " Alpha rejected",reject.alp,"\n" ,"Thetal rejected",reject.thl,"\n" , "Betal 
rejected",reject.betl,"\n","Theta2 rejected",reject.th2,"\n", "Beta2 
rejected",reject.bet2,"\n") 

# Compute and print the p values to check the consistency of the predicted sample 
# to the original data. 
pminx<- tminx/nsamp 
pmaxx<- tmaxx/nsamp 
pminy<- tminy/nsamp 
pmaxy<- tmaxy/nsamp 
pavx<- tavx/nsamp 
pavy<- tavy/nsamp 
pr<- tr/nsamp 
cat( " P value for Min of X =", pminx,"\n"," P value for Max of X =", pmaxx,"\n"," P 
value for Min of Y =", pminy,"\n"," P value for Max of Y =", pmaxy,"\n"," P value for 
Mean of X =", pavx,"\n"," P value for Mean of Y =", pavy,"\n") 

# Compute and print the mean and variance of Alpha, Thetal, Betal, Theta2 and 
# Beta2 for j th sequence. 
meanalp[j]<-mean(alpsamp) 
meanth 1 [j ]<-mean(th 1 samp) 
meanbetl [j]<-mean(betl samp) 
meanth2 [j ] <-mean(th2samp) 
meanbet2 [j ] <-mean(bet2samp) 
cat(" Mean of alpha =",meanalp[j],"\n" ,"Mean of Thetal =",meanthl[j],"\n" ,"Mean of 
Betal =",meanbetl[)],"\n" ,"Mean of Theta2 =",meanth2[j], "\n","Mean of Beta2 
=",meanbet2[j],"\n") 

va.alpfj]<-var(alpsamp, unbiased=T) 
va.thl fjj^var^hlsamp, unbiased=T) 
va.betl fj^-va^betlsamp, unbiased=T) 
va.th2[j]<-var(th2samp, unbiased=T) 
va.bet2[j]<-var(bet2samp, unbiased=T) 

# Construct histogram for the shape of the marginal posterior distribution of thetal, 
# Betal, Theta2, Beta2 and Alpha. 
par(mfro w=c(5,2)) 
hist(alpsamp, density=TRUE, nclass=10, main="Marginal distribution of alpha") 
arrows(alpsamp[n],0,alpsamp[n],n/6) 
plot(alpsamp,type="l" , main="Time series plot of simulated alpha") 
hist(thlsamp, density=TRUE, nclass=10, main=" Marginal distribution of Thetal") 
arrows(th 1 samp [n] ,0,th 1 samp [n] ,n/6) 
plot(thlsamp,type="l" , main-Time series plot of simulated Thetal") 
hist(betlsamp, density=TRUE, nclass=10, main="Marginal distribution of Betal") 
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arrows(betlsamp[n],0,betlsamp[n],n/6) 
plot(betlsamp,type="l" , main="Time series plot of simulated Betal") 
hist(th2samp, density=TRUE, nclass=10, main-'Marginal distribution of Theta2") 
arrows(th2samp[n],0,th2samp[n],n/6) 
plot(th2samp,type="l" , main="Time series plot of simulated Theta2") 
hist(bet2samp, density=TRUE, nclass=10, main="Marginal distribution of Beta2") 
arrows(bet2samp[n],0,bet2samp[n],n/6) 
plot(bet2samp,type="l", main="Time series plot of simulated Beta2") 

# Construct time series plot for minimum, maximum and mean of the predictive 
# samples. 
par(mfrow=c(3,2)) 
hist(minx, nclass=10, main="Minimum of predictive samples of x") 
arrows(minx [n] ,0,minx [n] ,n/5) 
hist(miny, nclass=10, main="Minimum of predictive samples of y") 
arrows(miny[n] ,0,miny[n] ,n/5) 
hist(maxx, nclass=10, main-'Maximum of predictive samples of x") 
arrows(maxx[n],0,maxx[n],n/5) 
hist(maxy, nclass=10, main="Maximum of predictive samples of y") 
arrows(maxy[n],0,maxy[n],n/5) 
hist(avx, nclass=10, main- ' Average of predictive samples of x") 
arrows(avx[n],0,avx[n],n/5) 
hist(avy, nclass=10, main-Average of predictive samples of y") 
arrows(avy[n] ,0,avy[n] ,n/5) 

par(mfrow=c(3,2)) 
plot(minx) 
arrows(0,minx[n],n,minx[n]) 
plot(miny) 
arrows(0,miny[n],n,miny[n]) 
plot(maxx) 
arrows(0,maxx [n] ,n,maxx [n]) 
plot(maxy) 
arrows(0,maxy[n],n,maxy[n]) 
plot(avx) 
arrows(0,avx[n],n,avx[n]) 
plot(avy) 
arrows(0,avy[n],n,avy[n]) 
} 

# Compute and print the within variance of Alpha Thetal, Betal, Theta2 and Beta2. 
wva. alp<-mean(va. alp) 
wva. th 1 <-mean( va.th 1) 
wva.bet 1 <-mean(va.bet 1) 
wva.th2<-mean(va.th2) 
wva.bet2<-mean(va.bet2) 
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cat(" Within Variance of alpha =" ,wva.alp,"\n", 
" Within Variance of Thetal-" ,wva.thl,"\n", 
" Within Variance of Betal =" ,wva.betl,"\n", 
" Within Variance of Theta2=" ,wva.th2,"\n", 
" Within Variance of Beta2 =" ,wva.bet2,"\n") 

# Compute and print the between variance of Alpha Thetal, Betal, Theta2 and 
# Beta2. 
bva.alp<-var(meanalp, unbiased=T)*n 
bva.thl<-var(meanthl, unbiased=T)*n 
bva.betl<-var(meanbetl, unbiased=T)*n 
bva.th2<-var(meanth2, unbiased=T)*n 
bva.bet2<-var(meanbet2, unbiased=T)*n 
cat( " Bet. Var of alpha =",bva.alp, "\n","Bet.Var of Thtal= ",bva.thl, "\n","Bet.Var of 
Betal= ",bva.betl, "\n","Bet.Var of Theta2= ",bva.th2, "\n", "Bet.Var of Beta2 
=",bva.bet2,"\n") 

# Compute and print the posterior variance of Alpha Thetal, Betal, Theta2 and 
# Beta2. 
postvar.alp<-((n-l)*wva.alp+bva.alp)/n 
postvar .th 1 <-((n-1 )* wva. th 1 +bva.th 1 )/n 
postvar.bet 1 <-((n-1 )*wva.bet 1 +bva.bet 1 )/n 
postvar.th2<-((n-l)*wva.th2+bva.th2)/n 
postvar.bet2<-((n-1 )*wva.bet2+bva.bet2)/n 
cat( " Posterior Variance of alpha =" ,postvar.alp,"\n"," Posterior Variance of Thetal =" 
,postvar.thl,"\n"," Posterior Variance of Betal =" ,postvar.betl,"\n"," Posterior Variance 
of Theta2=" ,postvar.th2,"\n"," Posterior Variance of Beta2 =" ,postvar.bet2,"\n") 

# Compute and print the square root of R for Alpha, Thetal, Betal, Theta2 and 
Beta2 to check the convergence in iteration. 
sqr.alp<-sqrt(postvar.alp/wva.alp) 
sqr.th 1 <-sqrt(postvar.th 1 /wva.th 1) 
sqr.bet 1 <-sqrt(postvar.bet 1 /wva.bet 1) 
sqr.th2<-sqrt(postvar.th2/wva.th2) 
sqr.bet2<-sqrt(postvar.bet2/wva.bet2) 
cat(" Square root of R for alpha =" ,sqr.alp,"\n"," Square root of R for Thetal=" 
,sqr.thl,"\n"," Square root of R for Betal=" ,sqr.betl,"\n"," Square root of R for Theta2=" 
,sqr.th2,"\n"," Square root of R for Beta2 =" ,sqr.bet2,"\n") 
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C.4 Simulation of random data from the posterior distribution of 
copula based (Frank) bivariate Pareto model and associated 
posterior predictive checks. In this case we considered vague prior 
and multivariate normal proposals for Thetal, Betal and Theta2, 
Beta2. 

Following S-PLUS codes are used to simulate random data form the posterior distribution 
of bivariate Pareto model using Algorithm 4.3 and rejection rates for M H algorithm. In 
this case we used vague priors and multivariate normal proposals for Thetal, Betal, 
Theta2 and Beta2. These materials are discussed in Section 4.6.1 of Chapter 4. This 
program does not include the codes to generate predictive samples and figures displayed 
in Figure 4.9 to 4.11. We can use the same commands given in Appendix C.3 for this 
purpose. 

# Compute the asymptotic covariance matrix using maximum likelihood estimates 
# of Thetal, Betal and Theta2, Beta2. 
thl<-36142.62 
betl<-2.599 
th2<-803.47 
bet2<-0.7597 

i l lx<- 24*(betl/(thlA2*(betl+2))) 
i22x<- 24*(l/betlA2) 
il2x<- 24*(-1 /(th 1 *(bet 1+1))) 

i l ly<- 24*(bet2/(th2A2*(bet2+2))) 
i22y<- 24*(l/bet2A2) 
il2y<- 24*(-l/(th2*(bet2+l))) 

ix<-matrix(c(i 11 x,i 12x,i 12x,i22x),2) 
iix<-solve(ix) 

iy<-matrix(c(i 11 y,i 12y,i 12y,i22y),2) 
iiy<-solve(iy) 

# Define a function to compute joint posterior probabilities using Equation 4.10. For 
# this purpose, use the likelihood function defined in Appendix C.3, a normal prior 
# distribution for alpha, a vague prior distribution for Thetal, Betal, Theta2, and 
# Beta2. 
postden<-function(thl, betl, th2, bet2, alp) 
{ 
mean.alp<- -2 
sd.alp<-0.5 
x<-loss$Loss 
y<-loss$ALAE 
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p<-likelihood( x,y,thl, betl, th2, bet2, alp )*dnorm(alp, mean.alp, 
sd.alp)/(thl*betl*th2*bet2) 
return(p) 
} 

# Main program 
# Simulate random data form the posterior distribution given in Equation 4.10 
# using MH algorithm and Gibbs sampler. Consider the proposal distributions same 
# as priors for Alpha, a multivariate normal proposal distribution for Thetal, Betal 
# and another multivariate normal proposal distribution for Theta2, Beta2. 
meanalp<-NULL 
meanthK-NULL 
meanbetK-NULL 
meanth2<-NULL 
meanbet2<-NULL 

ns<-5 

#Adjust the covariance matrix to obtain suitable performance in simulation. 
iix<-0.000015*matrix(c(1247523814.86,64782.83,64782.83,3.64557),2) 
iiy<-0.06*matrix(c(302569.47,123.51,123.51,0.074465),2) 

mean.alp<- -2 
sd.alp<-0.5 

# Set up a loop for multiple sequences. 
for(j in 1 :ns) 
{ 
reject.alp<- 0 
reject.thK- 0 
reject.betl<- 0 
reject.th2<- 0 
reject.bet2<- 0 

# Initialize starting point to use in for MH algorithm. 
alp.old <- -2 
thl.old<-36140 
betl.old<- 2.6 
th2.old<- 800 
bet2.old<- 0.76 

alpsamp <-NULL 
thl samp <-NULL 
betl samp <-NULL 
th2samp <-NULL 
bet2samp <-NULL 



n<-1000 
nsamp <- n-2 
# Set up a loop for repeating observations within a sequence and use Algorithm 4 
# to generate random data for Alpha, Thetal, Betal, Theta2 and Beta2 from the 
# joint posterior distribution. 
for ( i in 1 :nsamp ) 
{ 
# Generate a pair of observations for Thetal and Betal from the conditional 
# posterior distribution of Thetal, Betal given Theta2, Beta2 and Alpha. 
thlbetl<-rmvnorm(l, mean=c(36142.6,2.599), cov=iix) 
thl.prop <- thlbetl[l , l] 
betl.prop <-thlbetl[1,2] 

num.thlbetl<- dmvnorm(c(thl.old,betl.old), mean=c(36142.6,2.599), cov=iix) 
*postden( thl.prop, betl.prop, th2.old, bet2.old, alp.old ) 
den.thlbetl<- dmvnorm(c(thl.prop,betl.prop), mean=c(36142.6,2.599), cov=iix) * 
postden( thl.old, betl.old, th2.old, bet2.old, alp.old ) 
r.thlbetK-num.thlbetl/den.thlbetl 
acc.prob.thlbetK- min( 1, r.thlbetl ) 
bern.thlbetl<- runif(l) < acc.prob.thlbetl 

thl.old<-bern.thlbetl* thl.prop + (1 - bern.thlbetl) * thl.old 
thl samp [i+1] <- thl.old 
reject.thl<- reject.thl + 1 - bern.thlbetl 

betl.old<-bern.thlbetl* betl.prop + (1 - bern.thlbetl) * betl.old 
betlsamp[i+l] <- betl.old 
reject.betl<-reject.betl + 1 - bern.thlbetl 

# Generate a pair of observations for Theta2 and Beta2 from the conditional 
# posterior distribution of Theta2, Beta2 given Thetal, Betal and Alpha. 
th2bet2<-rmvnorm(l, mean=c(803.47,0.7597), cov=iiy) 
th2.prop <- th2bet2[l,l] 
bet2.prop <- th2bet2[l,2] 

num.th2bet2<- dmvnorm(c(th2.old,bet2.old), mean=c(803.47,0.7597), cov=iiy)* 
postden(thl.old, betl.old, th2.prop, bet2.prop, alp.old ) 
den.th2bet2<- dmvnorm(c(th2.prop,bet2.prop), mean=c(803.47,0.7597), cov=iiy)* 
postden( thl.old, betl.old, th2.old, bet2.old, alp.old ) 
r.th2bet2<-num.th2bet2/den.th2bet2 
acc.prob.th2bet2<- min( 1, r.th2bet2 ) 
bern.th2bet2<- runif(l) < acc.prob.th2bet2 

th2.old<-bern.th2bet2* th2.prop + (1 - bern.th2bet2) * th2.old 
th2samp[i+l] <-th2.old 
reject.th2<- reject.th2 + 1 - bern.th2bet2 
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bet2.old<-bern.th2bet2 * bet2.prop + (1 - bern.th2bet2 ) * bet2.old 
bet2samp[i+l] <- bet2.old 
reject.bet2<- reject.bet2 + 1 - bern.th2bet2 

# Generate one observation for Alpha from the conditional posterior distribution of 
# Alpha given Thetal, betal, Theta2 and Beta2. 
alp.prop <- rnorm(l, mean.alp, sd.alp) 
num.alp<-dnorm(alp.old, mean.alp, sd.alp) * postden(thl.old,betl.old, th2.old, bet2.old, 
alp.prop) 
den.alp<-dnorm(alp.prop, mean.alp, sd.alp) * postden( thl.old, betl.old,th2.old, bet2.old, 
alp.old) 
r. alp<-num.alp/den. alp 
acc.prob.alp<- min( 1, r.alp ) 
bern.alp<- runif(l) < acc.prob.alp 
alp.old<-bern.alp * alp.prop + (1 - bern.alp ) * alp.old 
alpsamp[i+l] <- alp.old 
reject.alp<- reject.alp + 1 - bern.alp 
} 

# Print the number of times for which Alpha, Thetal, Betal, Theta2 and Beta2 are 
# rejected to compute the rejection rate of MH algorithm. 
cat(" Alpha rejected",reject.alp,"\n" ,"Thetal rejected",reject.thl,"\n", "Betal 
rejected",reject.betl,"\n","Theta2 rejected",reject.th2,"\n", "Beta2 rejected", 
reject.bet2,"\n" ) 

# Compute and print the mean of Alpha, Thetal, Betal, Theta2 and Beta2 for j th 
# sequence. 
meanalp [j ] <-mean(alpsamp) 
meanthl [j]<-mean(thl samp) 
meanbetl [j]<-mean(betl samp) 
meanth2 [j ] <-mean(th2 samp) 
meanbet2 [j ] <-mean(bet2 samp) 

cat( " Mean of alpha =",meanalp[j],"\n" ,"Mean of Thetal =",meanthl[j],"\n" ,"Mean of 
Betal =",meanbetl[j],"\n" ,"Mean of Theta2 =",meanth2[)'], "\n","Mean of Beta2 
=",meanbet2[j],"\n") 
} 




